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Introduction

H

ave you found yourself asking what kinds of conditioning exercises
might be right for your horse?
Or which ones would improve the quality and coordination of his gaits,
making him a more fun and willing riding partner?
Perhaps you are trying to resolve one of the following challenges related
to his posture or performance:
Rebuilding after an injury or extended time off.
Countering an unspecified weakness that prevents him from doing what
you ask.
Improving stiff, uncoordinated, or short-strided gaits.
Softening a rigid or hollow topline.
Lightening heaviness on the forehand.
Correcting a hindquarter anomaly like locking stifles, an unstable pelvis,
or a strong preference to travel one direction versus the other.
Or maybe you would just like to better determine whether:
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His resistance to work is due to physical limitation or behavioral issues.
He is physically capable to do what you’re asking.
There is a specific source of his weakness or reason for his lack of
progress.
There is a cause for his need of frequent chiropractic adjustments or the
way he often feels “not quite right.”
There are ways you can make his gaits easier and more fun to ride.
This book offers easily digestible and applicable guidance to resolve all
these issues—and more.
Every horse needs to be an athlete first, and only then can he comfortably
and willingly work with you toward your riding and performance goals.
Along the way he often needs to overcome postural habits or weaknesses,
muscular imbalances, incorrect gait patterns, and other restrictions that alter
his fluidity of movement. The exercises in the pages that follow give you the
answers and tools to bolster his athleticism so that he can be the best possible
riding partner.
After starting in chapter 1 where you will gain a better sense of what
kinds of corrective exercises will most benefit your own horse, feel free to
peruse the chapters that follow in any sequence. Many readers will gain the
most from browsing through the book and playing with various exercises.
The exercises do not need to be performed in a particular order unless it is
indicated in the text. The benefit of each exercise is clearly marked, so you
can easily find the ones that are the best fit for your horse. You can then pick
and choose your favorite exercises to form routines of your own design.
For those who want a more structured takeaway from all this information,
I offer sample routines and schedules in special sections between the main
chapters. These examples may help you apply the knowledge you have
gained.
Here is what you can expect:

Chapter 1: Corrective Exercises to Create New Patterns
This chapter introduces you to corrective exercises and helps you determine
what types of exercises your horse needs and why. The exercises in this
chapter are a good place to begin as they offer benefits for any horse. The
chapter is followed by a special section of routines to resolve common
13
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challenges and dysfunction.

Chapter 2: Tuning Up Postural Muscles
In chapter 2 you will learn strategies for what I call “pre-hab,” in other words,
keeping your horse fit, comfortable, and sound. The routines after this chapter
are specific to diagnosing dysfunctional movement.

Chapter 3: Simple Bodywork to Break Bad Habits
At some point during a horse’s career, he will likely find himself in a
schedule of bodywork for maintenance or therapy and/or during a period of
downtime. This chapter shows you how to approach bodywork therapies, and
most importantly, follow them up with the appropriate corrective exercises.
Plus, you will learn how to progress your horse’s physical condition even
during periods of downtime.
After this chapter I provide routines for following up bodywork with
exercise.

Chapter 4: Getting the Most from Groundwork
Learn how to make the most of times when you need, or prefer, to work with
your horse from the ground rather than from the saddle. This is followed by
routines for horses that are following restricted schedules due to rehab
requirements.

Chapter 5: Exercises and Tips to Follow Every Day
Here you will find my non-negotiable and fail-proof rules for keeping any
riding horse happy and performing well.
Following this chapter, I have offered recommended exercise routines for
specific kinds of horses: gaited, senior, and youngsters.
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CHAPTER 1
Corrective Exercises to Create New
Patterns

Why We Need Corrective Exercises
Skilled riding is often all it takes to improve a horse’s athleticism,
performance, and overall well-being. But just as often, even good dressagebased training programs fail to fully root out the habits and patterns that
prevent many horses from reaching optimal movement and correctness of
their gaits. Anything from a poorly fitting saddle to inconsistent exercise
schedules to an injury or stress, or past postural imbalances can create
compromises. These quickly become deeper impediments to a horse’s
movement mechanics that persist even with good, regular riding schedules.
The body’s way of taking care of itself during physical imbalances is to
put up defenses. These defenses take the form of muscular spasms,
adhesions, tightened muscles, restricted joint motions, and signals to and
15
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from the central nervous system to move differently.
Curing these defenses is not as simple as giving the horse a period of rest,
though that can seem like a sensible solution. Adhesions and spasms, for
instance, do not go away on their own after aggravating sources have been
eliminated. They require outside manipulation as well as correct signals from
the body to clear out. Putting a horse out in the field for a few months with
the hope that everything will clear up rarely fixes the underlying problems.
Therapies like chiropractic care and massage are generally successful in
releasing areas of immobility so the horse is able to move optimally. They
free up areas of tension and compromised mobility that the body will not
release by itself. However, they only set the stage; they do not by themselves
create healthy movement. For that, the horse must be taken through exercises
that habituate correct new patterns (fig. 1.1). Physical motions are governed
by an underlying wiring that will still store faulty signals until these signals
are reprogrammed.

1.1: The state of an athlete’s body is always forming patterns
that influence its mechanics. Little issues or imbalances
frequently become larger ones when a pattern takes root.
Training programs must make use of exercises that instill good
patterns, while also strengthening the signals that control them.
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This is where corrective exercises like the ones in this book come in.

Pilates or Yoga for Horses
And yet for all their success in curing balance and gait dysfunction, the real
value of corrective exercises far exceeds this role alone. Their necessity for
supporting equine athletes at the top of their performance cannot be
overstated. Without joint and postural stability, for instance, an athlete cannot
develop strength and power correctly. During regular riding and training,
numerous factors make it difficult to target areas of the body that store the
mechanisms for stability and symmetry the way corrective exercises do.
These maneuvers access muscle fibers responsible for fine-tuned, wellcoordinated movements while educating and strengthening the
neuromuscular system beyond the adaptations gained from gymnastic work.
For this reason, therapists sometimes refer to them as Pilates or Yoga for
horses. This is an accurate way to view them.
If you regularly train good patterns in the horse’s body map, he can keep
performing with ease for a long sound life. This simple practice also allows
you to consider alternatives to joint injections, buckets of supplements,
endless chiropractic appointments, career-ending physical limitations, and a
surprising number of behavioral problems.

Understanding Fascia
A body-wide cloth of fibrous collagen called fascia envelops muscles,
nerves, veins, and organs individually, and also connects them all together to
form a network. This gauze-like web of tissue determines, in large measure,
how a body is able to move. When this tissue becomes disorganized, strained,
or dehydrated, its ability to glide across surrounding tissues is impaired.
Eventually, this leads to a diminished range of motion in muscles and joints.
The fascia adapts to this restricted pattern and spreads it throughout the
horse’s entire system. Thus begins a cycle of restriction begetting more
restriction.

fit tip
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In human medicine, sensory and proprioceptive education has been
instrumental in reducing the need for surgical intervention to repair joints
in 50 percent of cases. It is logical to extend these findings to horses as
well.
Common reasons for fascia tissue losing its glide or pliability include:
localized strain, a poorly fitting saddle, injury or inflammation, repetitive
movements, and emotional stress. Good muscle function depends on
pliability of the fascia, not just for force effort but also for sensory input. The
sensory nerves that communicate information back and forth between
muscles and the central nervous system reside in fascia. If and when the
fascia is altered, these signals about joint position and muscle coordination
falter (fig. 1.2).

1.2: When disruptions occur to the health and pliability of the
fascia, muscle patterns are negatively altered. If left
unaddressed, these can lead to lasting imbalances. A horse
will be unable to transmit energy forward from the hindquarters
18
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without restriction or resistance (red arrows). Stretches and
corrective exercises provide an organizing force (blue arrows)
that can realign fibers and movement patterns.
A hydrated and well-trained fascia network plays an enormous role in
fitness. Its significance reminds us to not think about training muscles
individually, because in reality that is not possible. Through fascia, the
horse’s system is interconnected. It is analogous to a T-shirt hanging from a
branch. If one part of the T-shirt snags, it will pull on and disturb the
alignment of threads farther away from the actual snag. The physical shape of
the T-shirt will change and continue to lose form over time.
Exercises that focus too repetitively on the same range or plane of motion
can cause the fascia to become excessively sticky and thick, limiting tissue
glide. On the contrary, exercises that stimulate proprioceptive adaptations
like ground poles, varied surfaces, and alternating forces of effort help
improve fascia (see What Is Proprioception? on p. 71). This translates to
balance and stability in the body. Therapists call this optimum state a systemwide engagement of the nervous and muscular systems.

Why Ground Poles?
Schooling horses over ground poles, whether in hand or from the saddle,
which we’ll do in many exercises in this book, can cure numerous gait
irregularities or movement compromised by tension, crookedness, and weak
muscle patterns. Because they require the horse to take designated stride
lengths in sequence, they install good clear rhythm in all gaits. As the horse
traverses over poles, he learns to push equally from both hind legs, correcting
imbalances in the effort of his hind limbs. Pole work contributes to
straightness and symmetry through his core and mobilizes the spinal joints.
The postural adjustments needed for crossing poles recruit the horse’s
interconnected abdominal muscle group, thoracic sling, and gluteal chain.
Schooling different arrangements of poles helps re-pattern existing habits
within each gait, and leads to the creation of new signals from the nervous
system.
• As a general rule, walking over raised poles improves core stability, joint
flexion, and intervertebral joint spacing. It assists horses recovering from
19
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sacroiliac pain, back injury, or disrupted muscle use from stiffness. Walking
over poles contributes to the horse’s looseness and range of motion.
• Trotting over poles plays more of a strengthening role. It develops strength
in the larger back muscles that effect limb movement plus utilization of
quadriceps, pelvic stability, and stronger spinal stabilizing muscles. As these
muscles are recruited, it can lead to a release of stored tension from the
extensor muscle chain, which is a common culprit of horses that tend to be
chronically hollow in their toplines.
• Cantering over poles tones the thoracic sling, loosens the shoulders as the
body rocks between forehand and hindquarters, and lifts the back. It can
greatly improve flexion and extension of the back, which allows it to lift and
carry the rider better. It is believed to deliver the most mobilization of the
lumbosacral joint, which enables the horse to engage his hind limbs.
Setting up ground poles can seem like an arduous task, which leads many
riders to avoid it, but with some creativity, it does not need to be. First of all,
to promote your own consistency using poles, I recommend buying six to
eight poles that are easy to move around and set up. This way you are far
more likely to use them. If you try instead to use heavy or excessively long
poles, you are far less likely to use them regularly. Unless you jump on a
regular basis, I suggest using something else besides jump poles. You do not
need anything fancy, but just something that is easy enough to use that you
will do so consistently.

fit tip
When soft tissue is healing, the new tissue needs to be educated on its job.
The overall process of getting a soft-tissue injury successfully back to
competition involves 25 percent treatment and 75 percent rehabilitation
process.
One of my favorite options is to use 4-inch by 4-inch redwood or cedar
posts that are flat on one side—easily found in the landscape section of your
local hardware store. I like them because they are sturdy but lightweight.
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They lie flat without rolling around and are easy to set up. In my travels, I
have seen riders using other types of lightweight poles or creative variations.
To summarize: do not forego ground pole work because you think you
might not have the ideal supplies. Look around and use what you have handy.
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EXERCISE 1:

Raised Pole Fan with Alternating
Strides
PURPOSE:

Increases symmetry, stride awareness, and body control.

S

witch between the extensor and flexor muscle chains with the footwork
required in this pole arrangement for increased symmetry body-wide. It
targets the thoracic sling, stifle muscles, and pelvic stability. It is not
uncommon for horses to trip or bang the poles the first time through this
routine until they make the proprioceptive improvements to go through
cleanly. This deceptively difficult exercise does wonders for the horse’s
stride awareness and control.
1. With the inside edge of the poles raised to a height of 12–16 inches, set
up four to six poles in a fan shape as shown. Space the raised inside ends
of the poles approximately 1 foot apart; set the wider ends 4½ feet apart.
2. Begin by riding around the narrow end of poles at the walk. Ask your
horse to take just a single step between each pole (fig. 1.3 A).
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1.3 A: Sara tests Diamante’s coordination and balance by
asking him to bend tightly through his body and step
carefully between the raised ends of poles.
3. Maintain a clear bend to the inside by applying light pressure with your
inside leg.
4. Circle around to cross the poles again, but now move over to the wider
end of the pole fan (fig. 1.3 B).
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1.3 B: Sara then rides a slightly larger circle that crosses
the outer edge of poles, asking Diamante to extend his
stride in the wider spaces.
5. Ask for two steps between each set of poles while maintaining inside
bend. Really ask your horse to extend his strides as you cross this end of
the poles.
6. Circle around again, but now go back to the raised, narrow end, and be
sure to get just a single step between each pole.
7. Continue circling over the poles, alternating which end you cross over
and the number of steps between each pole as described above.
This exercise should feel like taking the horse back and forth from a finely
controlled collected walk to a big extended walk. It will highlight any
instability in his pelvis, though, so do not be surprised if he struggles with the
footwork.
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EXERCISE 2:

Serpentine Across a Ditch
PURPOSE:

Counters leaning or bulging to one side.

W

hen a horse has developed more strength in—or favors use of—one
front limb, it causes him to travel crookedly. This comes about by one
of his shoulder blades developing tighter soft-tissue connection with his
torso. Because of this, he will commonly be seen or felt leaning to one side or
“bulging” one direction with his shoulders or rib cage when in motion.
A helpful technique to partially remedy this is to stimulate his shouldergirdle muscles with varying effort and coordination. Constantly changing
slopes and surfaces help prevent him from traveling habitually with the
forelimbs.
1. Find a ditch or canal that slopes downward approximately 5–10 feet, and
then rises up the other side. Be sure the banks of this ditch are stable
enough to ride on and not crumbly or dangerous.
2. Begin by standing in the swale, with the horse’s body parallel to the
banks or sides (fig. 1.4 A).
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1.4 A: Some horses, especially those ridden primarily
inside arenas, can be a little nervous about the changes of
terrain in a ditch. Here, I start by asking Star to stand
quietly in the ditch before we begin moving around.
3. Now proceed to ride a shallow serpentine that keeps crossing the ditch
(figs. 1.4 B & C).
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1.4 B & C: Star has to engage her stabilizing muscles as
we head diagonally up the side of the ditch (B). I’m careful
to guide her but not get in her way too much with rein
contact. Star demonstrates how much flexion and stability
is needed in the hind leg on the high side of the ditch as we
turn to head back down (C). This type of maneuvering is
more difficult than riding straight up and down hills.
4. With each loop of your serpentine, move just two or three steps up the
side of the bank and then return back down. The loops should be tight
27
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and swift.
5. Remember to change your horse’s poll flexion and bend for each loop,
the same way you would in the arena. Be sure to not let him “fall” down
the slopes with quicker strides. His rhythm should remain measured
throughout.
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EXERCISE 3:

Ride a Hill Sideways
PURPOSE:

Corrects side-dominance, hindquarter stiffness, and lack of
coordination in the hind limbs.

A

popular rehabilitation exercise, this simple technique flexes the horse’s
hind joints deeply while also recruiting the pelvic stabilizing ligaments
and muscles. It can correct side-dominance, hindquarter stiffness, and lack of
coordination in the hind limbs. Perform this exercise either ridden or leading
from the ground.
1. Find a small hill that allows you to ride sideways across its slope for at
least 20 meters (figs. 1.5 A–C). It does not need to be steep. A gentle
slope not only allows more stable foot placement but also leads the
horse to move out more confidently.
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1.5 A: Diamante has to bend the joints of his left hind leg
more as he’s ridden sideways across a hill with it on the
high side of the slope.
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1.5 B & C: This can improve stifle strength and mobility
and increase collection. Be creative! Here we ride
sideways on a berm heading to the arena for a schooling
session (B). Hills do not need to be long or steep for this
exercise. Diamante and I find another slope near his
paddock that works just fine (C). Not only are we adding
variety to our schooling, we’re improving body symmetry at
the same time.
2. Place the horse’s weaker or stiffer hind limb on the uphill side of the
slope.
3. Walk a straight line sideways across the hill.
In the case of exaggerated differences in the horse’s hind limbs—that is,
one limb is especially weaker or toe-dragging stiff—practice this exercise
more frequently with that limb on the uphill side of the slope. Where there is
no overt difference like this, for general strength and balance training practice
the exercise equally with each hind leg in the more flexed position on the
uphill slope. It is acceptable for the horse to take short, cautious steps as long
as they maintain a steady forward rhythm.
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EXERCISE 4:

Quick Halts Down a Hill
PURPOSE:

Lifts the base of the horse’s neck and lightens the forehand.

T

he base of the horse’s neck (at his chest) stores a large number of
proprioceptors (nerves that read and cue movement). How a horse uses
this area of his body while moving, therefore, determines whether his
hindquarters can engage well or not. If he constantly “falls forward” with his
chest and pushes weight down into the base of his neck, he will be capable
only of stiff strides and a rigid back. This pattern becomes deeply embedded.
On the other hand, if he lifts the base of his neck while traveling forward,
he creates a reflexive reaction system-wide that lightens his forehand and
allows his hind limbs to swing forward and balance under his body. Use this
exercise to target these proprioceptors at the base of his neck.
1. Develop a brisk walk on light rein contact traveling straight down a hill.
2. The hill should be adequately sloped so you feel the horse working his
way down it, but not so steep that he is scrambling.
3. After 10 or so strides, ask for an abrupt halt transition (fig. 1.6). Be sure
the horse stands straight and does not swing his hindquarters to the side.
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1.6: Diamante learns to flex his hind joints and balance his
weight on his hindquarters when I ask him to stop quickly
while walking downhill.
4. Stand still for 5 seconds. Then proceed in walk again. Remain perfectly
straight.
5. Repeat, walking 10 strides and making an abrupt halt.
When you stop your horse, keep your rein contact. It’s important that he
stays in a good posture rather than sticking out his neck or lifting his head. As
soon as you ask for the halt, you want him to stop abruptly. This causes him
to sink downward with his sacrum and hold the flexion of his hind legs so he
can lighten his front end.
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EXERCISE 5:

Back Up with Good Form
PURPOSE:

Helps “unlock” the horse’s back.

R

ecommended by body therapists as a prime core conditioner, backing up
a horse strongly recruits the abdominals and muscles of the flexion
chain. Additionally, it stretches and lengthens the flexor tendons and
hamstrings, thus allowing the hind legs to swing forward more freely. This
result often causes riders to experience it as “unlocking” the horse’s back. For
horses with back issues—soreness, stiffness, or kissing spine—it is preferable
to perform without weight on the back.
The following tips should be followed for best results.
1. Keep your horse in a correct posture the entire time (fig. 1.7 A). If he
lifts and braces his neck, stop moving backward until you can encourage
him with your lead to return to a horizontal position (fig. 1.7 B). His
head should be on a vertical plane, the same as when you ride.
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1.7 A: Siobhan keeps Star in good form as she walks her
backward. Her topline is round, her front- and hind-stride
lengths are equally measured, and she moves backward
without restriction.

1.7 B: If your horse resists or braces his neck, stop backing
up until you can restore his balance and posture.
2. If the horse curls his head toward his chest and overly rounds his neck,
stop going backward, draw his chin forward, and restart.
3. The horse must stay straight! If he persistently shifts his hips to one side,
place him alongside a fence or wall to hold him in alignment.
4. If the horse drags or scrapes his toes back instead of lifting and stepping
back, it is often helpful to back him a few sessions on hard surfaces like
pavement. This can awaken his proprioception.
5. Travel backward at least 30 steps per day.
6. The backward steps should be rhythmic, steady, and smooth. Do not
rush; faster is not better.
Observe, observe, observe. How the horse backs up tells you a great deal
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about where in his body he is currently weak or restricted. Does he spread his
hind legs wide? Does he take larger steps with one leg? Does he try to hollow
his back, or drop his neck too low?
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EXERCISE 6:

The Schaukel
PURPOSE: Strengthens the core and promotes equal use of both hind legs.

A

ppearing in high-level dressage competitions, this motion of rocking the
horse back and forth is a test—and improvement—of the ring of
muscles circling his entire topline, abdominals, and thoracic sling. It
vacillates between the muscles needed for propulsion and those for balance
and posture. In addition to strengthening the core, it proves immensely useful
in equalizing the effort and use of both hind legs.
1. Beginning in a square halt with the horse in a rounded posture on the bit,
ride four to six steps backward (fig. 1.8 A).
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1.8 A: Diamante remains stretching forward to the bit while
backing up.
2. Immediately close your legs and walk the horse forward four steps, then
halt again (figs. 1.8 B & C).
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1.8 B & C: I ask Diamante to take one last step backward,
while keeping my rein contact steady and my hands
closed, preparing to move him forward immediately
afterward (B) … and he steps forward with his right hind
leg, with which he took the final step backward (C). Here,
he shows a nice big step with his hind leg and he remains
steady throughout the rest of his body.
3. Ideally, the last hind hoof to step backward in Step 1 is the first to move
forward in Step 2.
4. If the horse is not square, take a few steps to square him up. Right away,
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back up again for four to six steps.
5. Repeat this sequence as long as the horse is staying straight and not
tilting sideways.
6. Aim to create the feeling of a carousel horse cycling forward-backward,
forward-backward.
Without becoming frenzied, work toward achieving quick responses. You
want the horse to step backward brightly and then immediately spring
forward. In Step 2, you want him to surge forward promptly when you ask.
His movements should be quick and light rather than lumbering or sluggish.
If any resistance is encountered, it is best to tune up this movement from the
ground.
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EXERCISE 7:

Backing Up a Hill
PURPOSE:

Increases mobility in the lumbosacral junction and strengthens
muscles of the spine, pectorals, and thoracic sling.

T

o increase mobility in the lumbosacral junction while activating the
spinal stabilizing muscles, the pectorals, and thoracic sling, handlers can
back their horse up a gradual hill. This is contraindicated in the instance of a
sacrum injury or arthritis in the back or hocks.
1. Confirm Exercise 5 (see p. 19) first, confirming consistently resistancefree, correct execution.
2. Now seek a gentle gradient such as a driveway, a ramp, or an area of
your pasture.
3. Request that the horse maintains the same horizontal balance described
in Exercise 5 (fig. 1.9 A).
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1.9 A: Star shows a little instability by pushing her head
and neck outward away from her body for balance, and her
hind legs are a little too far under the body. This will cause
her to use her gluteal muscles more than her quadriceps
and biceps femoris, which are preferred.
4. Begin by backing up 10 steps. Assess how it felt.
5. If the horse manages without stress or fidgeting or throwing himself
sideways, it is optimal to perform at least 20 steps.
6. If it is challenging to perform 10 steps, start with fewer until good form
is established (fig. 1.9 B).

1.9 B: On a less steep slope, she manages better and
carries herself in nice balance and relaxation.

fit tip
Deep, loose footing can increase the workload by 50 percent to a horse
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that has not adapted to it. Hard footing, on the other hand, can be
concussive to sore joints or arthritic conditions. But it can actually be
good for occasional use to strengthen bones when there are no preexisting
conditions to consider and you limit schooling to 20 minutes or less.
This exercise can require initiation time. Many horses first balk more
from lack of confidence in this unnatural maneuver than from reasons of
physical shortcomings. Spend a moment discerning whether he struggles
from wariness mentally about what is being asked or from physical difficulty.
If the former applies, it behooves you to work through and gain his
confidence so you can benefit from this productive exercise.
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EXERCISE 8:

Backing Down a Hill
PURPOSE:

Improves stability of the hindquarter joints.

W

hile the basic mechanics may seem similar, backing down rather than
up a hill targets different muscle systems. Most importantly, it
improves stability of the horse’s hindquarter joints—hip, stifle, hock. They
must keep from wobbling while being in an extended position. Of the larger
locomotion muscles, this exercise targets the extensor chain. It is
contraindicated in the presence of sacral ligament injuries.
1. Locate a gentle slope as described in Exercise 7 (see p. 23).
2. Begin at the top of the hill and slowly ask your horse to walk backward
in a very straight line to the bottom of the slope (fig. 1.10 A).
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1.10 A: Siobhan is careful not to rush Star backward. You
can see that Star is not taking an equal length of stride with
her front and hind legs, which we want her to learn to do.
3. Be sure to keep his steps measured so that each is the same length. To
catch their balance, many horses will take a larger step with one of their
forelegs compared to the other. This creates imbalance (fig. 1.10 B).
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1.10 B: Star’s posture improves in the second photo but
Siobhan has to work to keep her moving in a straight line.
4. As with previous backing-up exercises, keep the horse in a correct
topline posture throughout.
I always begin this exercise from the ground without a rider until the
horse is rhythmic and balanced. There is quite a difference in just “getting
through” the exercise versus performing it well. As with all exercises
involving slopes, remember that steeper and longer gradients are not
necessarily better. All you need in order to be effective is a short, gradual
slope that allows you to perform about 20 steps from bottom to top. Most
barns have a driveway that will suffice.
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EXERCISE 9:

Long-and-Low Transitions
PURPOSE:

Promotes healthy use of the back musculature.

T

rotting the horse in a long-and-low neck posture is a widely used rehab
strategy for the back. It opens the spacing between vertebrae, relieves
pressure in the lower lumbar region, and ensures the horse is carrying his
rider on the passively engaged spinal ligament system rather than the
locomotion muscles that run along his topline and are designed only for
moving, not carrying.
Transitions between gaits in this long-and-low position refine recruitment
of this ligament system in addition to the spinal stabilizing muscles. Classical
dressage training books often prescribed these transitions toward the end of
the warm-up phase.
1. Begin in an energetic posting trot riding the horse in a long-and-low
position (fig. 1.11 A).
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1.11 A: I begin by getting Diamante connected to my rein
contact in a long and low posture. He reaches his topline
outward nicely to my elastic contact.
2. Slow down for four strides and then make a gradual transition to the
walk so the horse continues to reach out and down with his neck (figs.
1.11 B & C).
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1.11 B & C: I apply a half-halt and ask him to walk. He
responds by stepping a bit farther under himself with his
inside hind leg, while continuing to reach his neck outward
and downward (B). We complete the transition to walk and
Diamante maintains the same posture and connection to
my contact (C).
3. After 10 walk strides, keeping the neck down, transition back up to trot.
4. Repeat these transitions. If they are happening without the horse
bobbling with his head/ neck carriage, then proceed to some canter
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transitions as well.
Most horses perform these transitions better with the rider sitting lightly
atop them, thus the reason for posting trot. A few, however, will prefer the
support of the rider’s seat and legs in sitting trot to prevent them from
wobbling around and losing balance. If your horse feels like a wet noodle, try
sitting the trot to see if things go better.
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EXERCISE 10:

Changing Angles, Leg-Yield
PURPOSE:

Encourages use of the oblique and intercostal muscles, improving
balance and body control.

B

y adjusting his body position while stepping sideways, the horse
continues to recruit his oblique and intercostal muscles, which allow him
to carry his barrel in a lifted and swinging manner—a requisite for movement
to flow through his back. Asking him to make little shifts in his alignment
helps him develop greater control over the slow twitch muscle fibers that
create finely controlled foot placement and maneuvers of balance.
1. Riding your horse at a walk, turn him slightly toward your arena fence
so that he is now in a head-to-fence leg-yield position—his haunches
will be pointed inside the arena (fig. 1.12 A).
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1.12 A & B: I begin by asking Diamante to leg-yield along
the rail in a marching walk (A). After several steps of legyield, I ask Diamante to move his haunches more away
from my left leg and change his angle to the fence (B)…
2. His spine should make a 45-degree angle in relation to your fence.
3. Take several strides with exactly this angle.
4. Now, ask him to bring his haunches more to the inside of the arena,
creating a 90-degree angle of his spine relative to the fence (fig. 1.12 B).
5. Side-pass (leg-yield) four or five strides with this angle (fig. 1.12 C).

1.12 C: …and we arrive at a 90-degree angle to the fence,
where we proceed in a few steps of side-pass.
6. Then return to the 45-degree angle for several strides.
7. Continue riding around your arena alternating between these two angles.
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fit tip
Leg-yield and turn-on-the-forehand exercises mobilize the horse’s rib
cage and activate the deep vertebral muscles. One of the prime benefits of
lateral movements is the stretching effect of the middle gluteal muscle,
encouraging relaxation of the extensor chain, and in turn, improving
posture and promoting system-wide relaxation.
Be sure that you are riding only the two prescribed angles. The goal is to
be very precise in these two angles and move swiftly from one to the other.
You do not want the horse throwing himself around at random. Once you
establish each angle, hold it very steady.
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EXERCISE 11:

Lateral Movements on the Circle
PURPOSE:

Develops stability in the trunk and pelvis.

B

eyond being an elegant dressage movement, the shoulder-in is
commonly referred to as “abdominal therapy” because of its deep
engagement of the shoulder girdle, obliques, and rectus abdominus. It also
gives a controlled way of educating the horse to adduct his hind legs under
his body mass. The following exercise assumes both horse and rider have a
rudimentary understanding of how to cue for these movements.
1. Ride a 20-meter circle in posting trot; develop good energy and rein
contact.
2. Now sit the trot and, remaining on the circle, ask the horse to ride
shoulder-in for four strides (fig. 1.13).

1.13: When riding this advanced exercise in trot, it helps to
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envision keeping the horse’s trunk on your line of travel
while alternately moving his front end and hindquarters to
an inside track. Keep asking yourself: Am I keeping his
body on the line of travel?
3. Release him from shoulder-in, and then immediately ride haunches-in
for four strides.
4. Now go back again to shoulder-in.
5. Repeat this several times in each direction.
This exercise will test and develop wonderful stability in the horse’s trunk
and pelvis. In the meantime, however, many horses lose energy during the
routine. Experiment in this case with posting the trot. This often helps the
horse move with more freedom.
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EXERCISE 12:

Ride with a Lariat
PURPOSE:

Develops lightness, encouraging the withers to rise and the back to
swing.

A

good follow-up to Exercise 4 (see p. 17) is to ride inside an arena using
a lariat (also called a neck ring or rope) rather than the reins to guide
your horse around. By eliminating rein stimulus and the possibility of the
horse becoming rigid or bracing his jaw and neck muscles—and, therefore,
leaning forward with his chest—you can develop greater lightness in his
movement. By stimulating the base of the neck with your ring or rope, a
reflex is triggered that encourages the withers to rise and the back to swing.
Many students have reported improved results with collection after
introducing some work with the lariat.
1. Place a braided rope or ring around the widest part of your horse’s neck.
It should fit well enough so that it does not flop around but not so tight it
pushes down into the skin (fig. 1.14 A).
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1.14 A: For the first few times, it’s advisable to practice
riding with a lariat (or neck rope) while also using your
bridle to guide the horse periodically.
2. In the beginning, ride by holding both your bridle reins and the lariat,
but try to give the majority of your cues with the neck ring, not your
reins.
3. If your horse is heavy-bodied or likely to ignore a lightweight neck
lariat, you may find it helpful to use a thin wooden or plastic ring that
can give a stronger signal as you begin this work.
4. Hold your bridle reins between your middle and ring fingers and the
neck lariat under the little finger.
5. Alternatively, you may find it easier to hold the reins in one hand and
the neck ring in the other. Either means of holding is acceptable.
6. Begin by asking your horse to stop and start. To stop, lift the ring halfway up the neck and apply pressure.
7. Once you can stop and start with ease, begin practicing turns. To turn
the horse, use the lariat like neck-reining, pushing the side of the ring
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against his neck to move him away from that pressure.
8. When your horse is responding reliably to the use of the lariat, remove
your bridle and continue to ride the same patterns and turns as above
(fig. 1.14 B).

1.14 B: Most horses catch on very quickly, but neck rope
riding can be frustrating initially if the horse is accustomed
to a bridle. Riders often experience pleasant surprises
riding with the lariat. Among them: independent use of their
seat, light and effective communication, and a different
attitude or approach to work from their horse.
Obviously, you can be as creative as you wish as your aptitude with the
lariat increases. For most therapeutic purposes, though, it is enough to
practice turning and stop-start-stop transitions with the neck ring.
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ROUTINES
to Resolve Common Challenges and
Dysfunction

M

y mother once kept a skinny paperback dressage book on her shelf
written by a European trainer with a long name. It was titled Free,
Forward, and Straight. I recall looking at its crumbly cover and
wondering how the author possibly felt the need to write an entire book about
those three words. If I only knew! All these years later, having trained horses
for most of them, I can appreciate just how challenging it is to create
movement that is unrestricted, ground-covering, and symmetrical.
Always with corrective exercises, your goal is not to stylize movement
specific to a discipline but rather to create a healthy and functional movement
that is free of restriction, that optimizes the full range of joint motion, is
balanced, and eliminates patterns that interrupt free-flowing and symmetrical
use of the horse’s body. Your elusive aim is indeed “free, forward, and
straight.”
Most horses lack optimized movement in one of the following ways. If
one of these applies to your horse, prioritize the recommended exercise
routines and timelines before returning to a general use of other exercises and
information in this book. Obviously, a given horse might struggle with
balance or optimized movement for reasons beyond these, but the vast
majority struggle with one or more of these common postural challenges.
Resolving Crookedness/Side Dominance
Help horses that lean, drift, or bulge sideways in a particular direction when
ridden, or horses that travel and bend their bodies measurably better on one
side as opposed to the other and have a preference for a particular canter lead.
Exercise 3 x 2 minutes (p. 15)
Exercise 5 x 30 steps (p. 19)
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Exercise 13 x 3 minutes (p. 43)
Exercise 16 x 1 repetition (p. 49)
Exercise 24 x 1-5 minutes (p. 64)
Exercise 35 x 3 minutes (p. 97)
Exercise 41 x 5 minutes (p. 107)
Exercise 46 x 2 repetitions each direction (p. 136)
Exercise 49 x 2 repetitions each direction (p. 142)
Exercise 51 x 30 seconds each direction (p. 146)
Creating Lightness of Movement and Contact with
the Reins
Enable horses to carry more weight on their hindquarters and adopt softer
contact with the reins with these exercises that will also produce more
responsiveness to your aids, and help the horse move with lighter, quicker
steps.
Exercise 1 x 2 minutes (p. 11)
Exercise 2 x 2 minutes (p. 13)
Exercise 6 x 4 repetitions (p. 21)
Exercise 12 x 2-5 minutes (p. 32)
Exercise 14 x 2 minutes (p. 45)
Exercise 32 until a release is observed (p. 84)
Exercise 34 x 5 minutes (p. 87)
Exercise 39 x 3 repetitions (p. 103)
Exercise 45 x 10 repetitions (p. 134)
Exercise 49 x 3 each direction (p. 142)
Fixing High-Headed Inverted Postures
Sometimes an emotional component plays a role in this postural challenge,
but even so, these physical exercises will help. They release restriction from
the muscle chains that have overdeveloped from an incorrectly high-headed
posture and gain the horse’s confidence and comfort in new postures.
Exercise 5 x 30 steps (p. 19)
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Exercise 8 x 10 steps (p. 25)
Exercise 15 x 2 minutes (p. 47)
Exercise 25 until release is observed (p. 72)
Exercise 27 x 2 repetitions (p. 76)
Exercise 33 until a release is observed (p. 85)
Exercise 39 x 3 minutes (p. 103)
Exercise 42 x 3 to 5 minutes (p. 109)
Exercise 47 x 10 repetitions (p. 138)
Exercise 55 x 1 minute (p. 154)
Improving Overall Balance
These corrective exercises are for youngsters or green horses that need some
tuning up and strengthening of core musculature to better manage the
demands of their intended discipline.
Exercise 4 x 3 repetitions (p. 17)
Exercise 7 x 15 steps (p. 23)
Exercise 9 x 3 to 5 minutes (p. 27)
Exercise 15 x 3 minutes (p. 47)
Exercise 17 x 5 minutes (p. 51)
Exercise 28 x 2 stretches each side (p. 78)
Exercise 36 x 3 to 5 repetitions each leg (p. 99)
Exercise 43 x 5 minutes each direction (p. 111)
Exercise 48 x 10 repetitions (p. 140)
Exercise 52 x 5 repetitions (p. 148)
Freeing-Up Chronically Stiff Movement
Lead joints through a fuller range of motion while mobilizing areas of the
body that can be limiting function of the whole system. Whether related to
lifestyle, injury, or age, chronically stiff movement can be improved by
tuning up postural muscles and allowing muscles of locomotion to ease their
tension.
Exercise 1 x 3 to 5 minutes (p. 11)
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Exercise 13 x 3 minutes (p. 43)
Exercise 17 x 5 minutes (p. 51)
Exercise 25 until a release is observed (p. 72)
Exercise 27 x 2 repetitions (p. 76)
Exercise 31 until a release is observed (p. 82)
Exercise 34 x 5 minutes (p. 87)
Exercise 40 x 5 minutes (p. 105)
Exercise 46 x 3 each direction (p. 136)
Exercise 50 x 3 to 5 repetitions (p. 144)
How to Use These Routines
Week 1: Follow the recommended exercises and repetitions daily for six
days, followed by free exercise, which can include turnout in a large area,
easy longeing without side-reins, or a gentle hack on a trail. During these six
days, avoid your “normal” riding or workouts that would perpetuate existing
postural habits.
Week 2: Double the recommended repetitions or durations for each exercise
from Week 1 for six consecutive days. Follow the exercises with a relatively
easy riding or groundwork session no longer than 25 minutes.
Week 3: Perform a full set of the recommended exercises daily both before
and following your normal riding or groundwork session, lasting no longer
than 30 minutes.
At the end of three weeks, you should notice a marked improvement in your
horse’s posture. For maintenance, step away from this routine for two weeks
while working through some of the other exercises in this book. After a twoweek break, return to this routine and perform as noted in Week #1 for two
weeks out of every month, then take another break. When you observe that
your horse has made the permanent changes you’re looking for, you can stop
using this routine entirely and move on.
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CHAPTER 2
Tuning Up Postural Muscles

A

surprising number of horses get held back in their training because they
are too fit. Strong bodies that have developed imbalances, tension, or
faulty mechanics are in some ways worse than unfit bodies. For example, a
horse with very strong back and neck muscles, but lacking correct
development elsewhere, will be rough and hurried in the canter, landing
heavily on his forefeet, and pushing his hind legs behind him. Likewise, a
horse that has been strong in his crooked and stiff body while riding dozens
of circles will become more adept at getting around a circle but not in a good
way. After enough time, he will only become stronger in his crooked and stiff
patterns.
Sometimes, riders with good intentions believe that improving how their
horse moves is as simple as making him fitter and then—voila!—his gaits
will enhance. But beware: adding strength to existing patterns will not change
them for the better. It will make them even harder to change. Horses that need
to develop new patterns usually do not need more strength in the way we
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commonly believe. Instead, they need more stability for their skeleton and
joints. With increased stability during movement, muscles that have
developed bracing patterns that derail training progress will finally change for
the better.

Postural Muscles vs. Gymnastic Muscles
In the simplest terms, a horse has two main muscle systems involved in
locomotion: the gymnastic muscles and the postural muscles. The fleshy
gymnastic muscles that you can see and feel on the surface are responsible
for moving the horse forward across the ground. His postural muscles,
meanwhile, control the stability of his joints and spine during this movement.
Given that they are also richly supplied with nerves, they are responsible for
communicating with the central nervous system about the position of limbs,
range of motion in the joints, and pain.
Both systems are important, but much of our modern training focuses too
narrowly on gymnastic muscles. Most training programs go about building up
a horse’s propulsion muscles in an effort to help him reach a higher level of
performance. For most domesticated horses, though, dysfunctional movement
patterns and gait irregularities are not due to weak gymnastic muscles.
Slackness and dysfunction of the deep stabilizing muscles seem to be the
more common culprits, necessitating a need for corrective exercises to restore
their function.
When specific postural exercises are neglected at the expense of
discipline-specific schooling, the gymnastic muscles try to play dual roles. In
addition to creating locomotion, they also attempt to keep the skeleton stable
and aligned—a role for which they are ill-suited. When muscles that are
primarily designed for locomotion maintain continuous tension in this
scenario, they become inflamed. The result is excess tension, clumsy
movement, and joint misalignment. A horse’s proprioception suffers, joints
are not adequately primed for movement, and his range of motion is
hampered.
A good analogy here is that of a concert hall with each muscle group
representing different instrumental sections. When each section plays its
proper role, the sound can be heard individually but also in complement to
the larger orchestra. If, on the other hand, each section played various
different roles, some simultaneously, the audience would hear only a lot of
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conflicting noise in the hall (fig. 2.1).

2.1: Rather than flowing freely with ease and lightness from the
hindquarters over the topline, movement that is dictated
entirely by locomotive muscles without support of postural
muscles gets tangled up in excess tension, antagonistic muscle
groups, and imbalance (red line). You can think of this as effort
bouncing around between groups of gymnastic muscles rather
than being sustained efficiently with the postural system.
As an example, when a horse’s multifidi muscles—deep, small muscles
that stabilize the spinal joints—are inactive, his longissimus muscles will try
to assume their role in addition to performing their job of transmitting power
from the hind legs in the form of moving the horse forward. While these long
back muscles get tighter and “stronger,” it is not a healthy or productive type
of strength. The hypertension of assuming these dual roles causes stiffness
and, eventually, pain. The longer it persists, the more dormant the multifidi
become. In this scenario, the horse will develop a tight strong back that is
firm to the touch but the kind of strength that is counterproductive.
In another example, many dressage horses develop excess tightness in
their gluteals as a result of generating forward propulsion at the same time as
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holding the pelvis stable. This tightness becomes a pattern that spreads
through fascia to the lower back and soon restricts the freedom with which
their hind legs can swing. As the nervous system adapts to this pattern, the
deep pelvic stabilizers become weaker. The muscles that should be holding
the pelvis stable remain dysfunctional as the horse looks fitter and fitter from
the outside. In the common case of an unstable pelvis, a horse encounters
torque on his stifle joints and discomfort in his lower back. He can feel lazy
to activate under saddle, or rough and heavy in his gaits. He will feel wobbly
and disorganized—or offer resistance—when asked for bending routines or
lateral movements.
The more infrequently the postural muscles get recruited, the more they
lose their capability to do so. The nervous system adapts by allowing these
muscles to turn off. To date, biomechanics research has shown that when
gymnastic muscles are exclusively activated from the beginning of a ride,
meaning they are trying to stabilize the body in addition to providing
locomotion, they will remain in this state through the end of the workout.
Once this dynamic is at play, it is not possible to turn down their effort while
turning on the effort of postural muscles.
In other words, once a riding session starts, the switch for the postural
muscles will either be “on” or “off” for the duration. For this reason, the
exercises that follow work best at the start of a ride, before the horse moves
around too much. Before a horse can fire up existing muscular habits or
patterns, these exercises lead a horse through new patterns, or strengthen
signals to underlying systems that support movement. Once primed, these
patterns will keep firing for at least a portion of the following ride. Day by
day, new positive habits are formed.

fit tip
A shortened neck position restricts hip extension. The angle and position
of a horse’s poll dictate how much ground he can cover with his strides.
We witness this frequently even among elite athletes. In humans, for
instance, it is not uncommon for top triathletes, runners, and cyclists to end
up in physical therapy after having developed a gait or performance
shortcoming stemming from weakness in the deep supporting musculature.
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The surface locomotive muscles, trim and toned though they may be, cannot
play the roles designed for fine motor control and stability. If injury is not the
eventual outcome, then for sure it will be loss of performance, regardless of
their level of fitness and surface strength.
Especially as horses and humans in our time-constrained society have
become more specialized in particular sports or disciplines, exercise
programs often leave out the extra routines that refine motor control and
ensure involvement of deep core muscles. We are sometimes too busy
training for our specialties to take care of the systems that support them.
Postural muscles are comprised of slow twitch fibers, meaning they
respond best to slow and finely controlled exercises that recruit them fully.
Their activation falters in the presence of pain, fatigue, injury, and
longstanding poor habits. Likewise, they can atrophy when a training
program emphasizes too much repetitive motion, speed, or it forsakes warmups and cool-downs. When schooling sessions progress to the point of fatigue
or stress, the gymnastic muscles take over entirely. Especially in the case of
unfit horses, working to the point of fatigue should be avoided for this reason.
Immediate or chronic pain also turns off recruitment of postural muscles.
The nervous system creates compromised movement patterns as a result of
discomfort, which in the long run can lead to measurable atrophy. Postural
muscles do not automatically become reactive after discomfort has been
resolved. Neural pathways need to be awoken with specific exercises that
bring them back to function.
Researchers studying horses in which the pelvic or spinal stabilizers had
atrophied found they required six weeks of postural exercises to reactivate
them. Slow-moving calisthenics on a daily basis, five days per week,
regenerated the signals to these tissues.

fit tip
Don’t be a weekend warrior. Trying to make up for a decrease in training
consistency by “cramming” on the weekends with longer or harder
sessions only creates soreness and stiffness for your horse. It is far better
for him to utilize shorter (20–25 minutes) daily sessions, four times per
week, than to do long sessions on weekends but then sit around the rest of
the week. This is not only better for his fitness but for his circulation,
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lymphatic system, and digestion.
In equine athletics, it is impossible for the most part to isolate specific
muscles for contraction. It is never entirely the case that we can recruit only
the postural muscles without any involvement from a gymnastic group. But
by choosing exercises like the ones in this chapter, you’ll make the fullest
possible recruitment of these underlying tissues. These exercises work
because they take a horse through maneuvers that do not stimulate his larger
muscle groups. As long as they are not activated, you then have clear direct
access to his postural system. In this scenario, the horse generates new neural
pathways that eventually habituate.

How Much Exercise Is Good?
To date, equine exercise researchers agree that muscles need to be recruited
four days per week in order to maintain specific and forceful contractions.
Naturally, a balanced riding program will include a mixture of exercises that
activate both gymnastic and postural muscles. However, sometimes, in the
case of injury rehabilitation or long layoffs, it will be necessary to follow a
period of using only slow finely controlled exercises with the intent of
maximizing postural muscle utilization. But with most horses, the everyday
schooling can be adjusted slightly to ensure their postural systems are turned
on by allowing 5–10 minutes of exercises from this book at the beginning of
each ride.
Riders usually find two or three of the following exercises to be
particularly useful for two weeks or so, and then it might seem like the horse
is just performing it like a robot, or maybe not getting as much out of it
anymore. This is the time to switch your routine to a new set of exercises.
You can always come back to the earlier ones; just be sure to rotate to others
frequently so the horse participates fully in them rather than becoming dull
and bored and not deriving as much.
In terms of how long to perform each exercise, a general rule of
physiology is to keep a muscle engaged for at least 10 seconds at a time to
make gains in fiber recruitment. Try to use this as a basic guideline, while
using your horse’s feedback to inform your practice. Some exercises will be
difficult to make last for a continuous 10-second period. Others might
progress longer if it takes your horse a moment to get settled in a particular
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exercise before performing it to specification. Exercises involving more
extensive footwork or ground poles should take up to 30 seconds to perform
each repetition.
With each exercise, aim to use an interval format of working your way
through it for a total of two to three minutes before moving to your next one.
So for example, if you are working through Exercise 16: Straddle a Single
Pole, practice the exercise for 10 to 30 seconds, then take a very short break
of about 10 seconds by walking away from the pole before coming back and
doing it again. Keep repeating this sequence for about three minutes total.

fit tip
When you are in a phase of increasing conditioning or training, be sure
not to add intensity or duration of workouts by more than 10 percent at a
time. After increasing, allow the horse 10 days to two weeks to adapt
before increasing again. Never increase duration and intensity at the same
time. Choose one or the other.
When changing postural habits, multiple short sessions per week will
yield better results than a few longer ones. The more frequently you ask a
horse to access a movement pattern each day, each week, the quicker it
becomes habit. Rather than try to work through several of these exercises in
long single sessions, aim to practice one or two over the course of a day in
three separate 10-minute sessions.
For some of the exercises that might trigger a big release from the horse’s
sympathetic nervous system (the “flight or fight” command center that
regulates heart rate, blood pressure, and stress signals to the brain), you will
want to allow time for these letdowns. These are indicated throughout. Make
a note during these particular routines if and how your horse’s response to
them changes over time. Does he relax the same areas of his body each time?
After the exercise, does he seem different in any way? By making these
readings, you will figure out not only if he is still gaining as much from the
exercise. You will also get feedback on how the rest of his training is
influencing and changing his body, positively or negatively.
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EXERCISE 13:

Snake Over Poles
PURPOSE:

Strengthens pelvic-stabilizing muscles and promotes symmetry in
front-end movement.

I

n equine physical therapy programs, this pattern helps strengthen the small
pelvic-stabilizing muscles. As the horse steps obliquely across the pole, it
also helps stimulate activity in the thoracic sling, leading to symmetry in his
front-end movement. This exercise always proves trickier to perform than it
looks. It is best performed at the walk only.
1. Set up several ground poles touching end to end in a single straight line.
If you have 6-inch risers available, raise the entire line of poles off the
ground.
2. Now walk a very tight serpentine that crosses back and forth over the
pole, from one end to the other (fig. 2.2 A).
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2.2 A & B: As Diamante steps across the pole, I already
begin to prepare a bend and turn to the left (A). Riding
diagonally across the poles brings more benefit than riding
straight across the poles. Here, Diamante demonstrates
riding obliquely across the poles at a good angle (B).
3. You should be crossing the pole every time at an angle, not straight over
(fig. 2.2 B).
4. Keep your loops as close as possible to the pole; the purpose is to make
quick postural adjustments. Do not stray far away from the pole.
5. Be absolutely certain to change the horse’s bend and curvature with each
loop (fig. 2.2 C).
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2.2 C: It is okay for the horse to wobble around with his
posture, but you should maintain a light rein contact as I
am doing as Diamante loses his balance and momentarily
raises his neck. Avoid excessively tight or loose reins.
6. Repeat the serpentine several times.
You can do this exercise either from the saddle or by leading or grounddriving. As long as the horse is moving steadily, changing the bend through
his body in every turn and stepping across the pole, he is benefiting from the
exercise.
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EXERCISE 14:

Snake Over Poles—Variation 1
PURPOSE:

Broadens the chest and loosens the shoulders.

A

fter performing Exercise 13 (p. 43) for a week or two, many horses are
ready for an advanced version. (The exception to this is injured or rehab
horses that will continue to make gains from Exercise 13 for several weeks.)
When your horse is bending smoothly and walking rhythmically over that
first exercise without banging the poles, try this next variation, which will
further target the horse’s thoracic sling muscles. It will help broaden the
horse’s chest and loosen shoulders, especially good outcomes for improving
lateral movements in dressage.
1. To the Snake Over Poles setup, add a second row of poles to double the
width. Raise this row to the same height.
2. Ride or lead your horse in a tight serpentine crossing back and forth
across this double-wide line of poles (figs. 2.3 A & B).
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2.3 A: With the extra width of poles, the horse needs to
open his chest more and recruit his abduction and
adduction muscles in the front legs.
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2.3 B: I often use this exercise before the warm-up phase
of my riding sessions because of the way it wakes up the
horse’s posture.
3. Aim to keep the horse’s neck low and reaching forward.
4. If the horse repeatedly hits the poles, leave the serpentine for a period
and go elsewhere in the arena in a brisk trot to activate his energy and
limbs before returning to the pattern.
Since doubling the width requires so many ground poles, you can often be
creative with other materials if necessary. Some barns have railroad ties lying
around, which are an adequate height to step over in addition to being wide
enough to mimic this exercise. Or, occasionally, you can use planks or boards
to set up this pattern, so long as the edges are smooth and not able to scrape
the horse’s legs.
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EXERCISE 15:

Snake Over Poles—Variation 2
PURPOSE:

Challenges balance and focus.

A

double whammy for proprioception (see p. 71), this exercise alternates
bending around the poles and crossing over them. It delivers the same
benefits as the previous variations, while also challenging the horse’s balance
and focus.
1. Using the initial set-up for Exercise 13 (p. 43), create three, equally
spaced gaps in your line of poles (fig. 2.4 A). (Note: the photo only
shows one of the gaps in the line).

2.4 A: As I ride through the gap between poles, I begin to
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bend Diamante to the left aiming for the next gap.
2. Walk or jog a tight serpentine over the poles, being sure to cross the
center of each raised pole and avoid riding through the gaps (fig. 2.4 B).

2.4 B: After riding through the gaps, we cross over the
poles in a serpentine. As in the previous versions of this
exercise, I am careful to ride at an oblique angle crossing
the pole.
3. Now, walk or jog a tight serpentine that passes through the gaps rather
than crossing the poles.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3.
The idea here is for you to alternate crossing over the raised poles and not
crossing over them. Depending on the size of your horse, you can adjust the
placement of your gaps. You do not want to feel like you need to jerk your
horse around to get him through the gaps. Use as much space as you have
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available to stretch out this exercise to accommodate the footwork.
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EXERCISE 16:

Straddle a Single Pole
PURPOSE:

Releases tension from the bottom muscle chain and activates hip
muscles.

I

have seen this exercise yield surprising results for relaxing the horse’s
nervous system. As the horse coordinates his limbs to abduct and straddle
the pole, he releases tension from his bottom muscle chain. He also activates
the deep hip stabilizing muscles, which play a cybernetic role communicating
to the brain about a limb’s position and tonicity. It can help train better
movement patterns for horses with gait dysfunction, such as swinging a hind
limb inward or outward each stride, or those that become wobbly in their
pelvises when riding bending lines or traveling sideways.
1. Place a single pole on flat ground. Ideally, the pole should be 10 or 12
feet in length.
2. Lead your horse to approach the pole straight from one end.
3. Pause briefly for a second or two to ensure your horse is listening well
and not rushing.
4. Now very gently, one tiny step at a time, lead him forward with the pole
under his midline (fig. 2.5 A).
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2.5 A: After some incoordination from his hind legs (and
stepping on the pole), Corazon opens his chest, stabilizes
his pelvis and stands in a nicely balanced stance.
5. His left front and rear legs should stay on one side of the pole, his right
front and rear legs on the other.
6. Allow the horse to pause as he wishes (fig. 2.5 B). The purpose here is
that he feels and settles into the balance required for straddling the pole.
It is far less important to have a marching walk from one end of the pole
to the other end.
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2.5 B: After he has stood for at least 30 seconds without
fidgeting or knocking the pole, I will ask Corazon to inch
forward one tiny step at a time while keeping the pole
directly under his midline.
If your horse struggles with this exercise as most do, initially try to get
just his front legs straddling the pole and walking from one end to the other.
The slower you move with this exercise, the better everything goes. Expect
very small, carefully placed steps from your horse. Do not be surprised if he
goes in a “zone” and becomes excessively relaxed, lowering his head, and
getting droopy with his lips. This exercise stimulates his parasympathetic
nervous system, the “rest and digest” system.
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EXERCISE 17:

Stretch and Climb Through
PURPOSE:

Relieves lower back tension.

W

alking over poles increases the side-to-side swinging motion in the
horse’s sacrum, which relieves tension that can accumulate in the
lower back of performance horses. When this tension is relieved, his psoas
muscles deep within his abdomen are able to flex and stretch. These muscles
play an integral role in trunk stability, and therefore, collection. This
particular pattern alternately recruits the flexor and extensor muscle chains
along the top and bottom lines of the horse, helping to equalize recruitment of
both.
1. Set up four or five poles on the ground spaced slightly less than 3 feet
apart.
2. About 20 feet away from these poles, set up four or five more poles
spaced 2½ feet apart and raised 8 inches off the ground.
3. Either leading or riding, ask your horse to walk in a straight line over
both sets of poles (fig. 2.6).
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2.6: To be successful in this exercise, you must help the
horse prepare for, and then adjust his stride length. This
will mean administering half-halts or forward-driving energy
from the seat as needed. If you become too passive when
riding over the poles, this exercise will not benefit the horse
as it should.
4. Then, over the narrower raised poles, think about asking him to collect
and shorten his stride, still taking just one step between poles.
5. Over the first set, ask him to extend his strides so he takes just one step
between each of the poles.
6. As soon as he finishes crossing the raised poles, refresh his forward
energy and head back to the first set of poles.
7. Continue this extension-collection sequence for several rounds.
As you ride through this sequence, the horse should develop two very
different feelings of walk underneath you. He should begin smoothly flexing
and extending his spine with the help of the poles. Be sure to maintain rein
contact with him throughout the exercise; it is not effective to ride this
exercise with loose reins.
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EXERCISE 18:

Figure-Eight Bars
PURPOSE:

Targets muscles on underside of scapula and challenges balance
and coordination.

U

ntil a horse consistently engages his thoracic sling of muscles
suspending his trunk between his forelegs, his hind legs will not be able
to engage under the body. Many reasons prevent recruitment of the thoracic
sling: long-standing poor posture, fascia adhesions around scapula, sore back,
sore feet, and so on.
This exercise helps target the muscles on the underside of the scapula
while also challenging the horse’s balance and coordination. Practiced
consistently, these changes become habit.
1. Place two 12-foot poles parallel to each other, spaced 5 feet apart, and
raised 1½ feet off the ground.
2. Ride your horse in a walk making a figure eight, as shown (figs. 2.7 A–
C).
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2.7 A & B: Star needs to adduct her left hind leg as she
takes the next step over the pole (A). Siobhan bends Star
to the left in a tight arc as they prepare to cross back over
the poles (B).
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2.7 C: You can see Star’s trunk staying stable and her
posture nicely balanced as she steps her front leg out away
from her body to cross the pole.
3. Be sure to keep your horse bending through his spine around the top arcs
of your figure eight.
Always raise the poles on something secure for this exercise. As they sort
out their balance, horses are prone to bump them. You don’t want to keep
dismounting to reset poles.
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EXERCISE 19:

Zigzag Poles for Jogging
PURPOSE:

Recruits muscles that stabilize and rotate the torso.

T

his simple exercise delivers the same benefits of other serpentine
exercises I’ve shared in this book, especially recruitment of muscles that
stabilize and rotate the torso. The visual boundary of poles helps horses that
have a habit of rushing their gaits or stiffening their necks and backs. Feel
free to adjust the angle of your zigzag, asking the horse to make steeper—or
less steep—turns.
1. Place six to eight poles on the ground to form a zig zag as shown. Make
the sides of your zigzag four feet apart (fig. 2.8 A).
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2.8 A: Initially, Beau struggled to navigate the pattern at a
jog, so we begin at a walk.
2. Jog through the zigzag several times (figs. 2.8 B & C).
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2.8 B & C: Above: Be sure to set up your zigzag with sharp
enough angles so that it is a challenge to negotiate, but
with plenty of width between the poles so you are not
hitting them (B). Left: After several successful times
through at the walk, Beau and I progress to jogging the
exercise (C).
3. When riding through the poles, you want to give your horse bending
cues, but keep them minimal. The idea is for the horse to learn to make
his own adjustments with only very light assistance from the rider.
You can modify this routine to ride at the walk if needed, although it is
most useful at the jog. Aim to get five to eight good rides through the zigzag
on any given day and then be done with it. This is the kind of exercise you do
not want to practice too much as the horse can get dull and robotic about it.
You will gain far more by getting fewer good-quality repetitions, keeping
him alert and fresh each time you approach the exercise.
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EXERCISE 20:

Agility Square
PURPOSE:

Develops stability in the trunk and pelvis.

T

he gymnastic value of gait transitions is widely known. By making them
on bending lines with varying numbers of strides in each downward
transition, you create quicker neuromuscular responses in the horse. This is a
challenging exercise that enhances proprioception and muscular coordination.
These kinds of adaptations lead the horse to overcome and change existing
muscular patterns, especially types like bracing the neck and jaw. They help
the horse develop quick movements with his hind legs, which produces better
engagement through his core.
1. Set up cones to mark out a 30-meter square.
2. Proceed in a working trot or jog around the square (fig. 2.9).
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2.9: If the pattern is initially too much for your horse, modify
it to ride just two or three of the corners with walk strides.
3. Before the first corner, ride a downward transition to walk.
4. Proceed for five strides, then immediately trot again for a few strides.
5. Before the next corner ride another transition to walk, this time for four
walk strides.
6. Then trot to the next corner for three strides of walk.
7. Trot to the final corner of your square and ride just two walk strides.
8. Repeat the exercise, beginning again with five strides of walk at the next
corner.

fit tip
When a horse hollows his back, the lumbosacral joint extends, which
causes the stifle joint to shift backward behind his body mass. The stifle
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can never be strengthened in this position.
Don’t be tempted to skip setting up cones to mark out your square.
Accurate geometry in this exercise is important. In addition to aiming for a
specific stride count during each downward transition, be sure to keep your
horse bent to the inside around every corner. This helps place more load on
his stifle muscles to develop their carrying power.
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EXERCISE 21:

Trot Poles with Outer Edge Raised
PURPOSE:

Helps correct asymmetrical reach of the forelimb.

W

hen poles are arranged on a curve with the outer edge raised, they
encourage greater mobility of the scapula and engagement of the
latissimus on the outside front limb. For horses with asymmetrical reach from
their forelimbs, this setup can help correct it. The stability required from the
oblique muscles and latissimus carries over to improved dressage movements
like shoulder-in, haunches-in, and half-pass.
1. Place five to six poles on a curved line as shown. The curved line should
be approximately the degree of curve on a 20-meter circle. Space them
so they are slightly less than 4 feet apart at the center.
2. Proceed in working trot around a circle that crosses over the center of
the poles (fig. 2.10 A).
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2.10 A: Poles do not need to be raised high to deliver
benefits. Here, you see what engaged, balanced
movement can be achieved by raising them to a low height.
3. Maintain a light contact with the reins, asking the horse to travel in a
rounded frame.
4. Keep the horse bending to the inside around your circle (fig. 2.10 B),
and be sure to maintain consistency of rhythm throughout, including
when you cross the poles. Ride 10–15 repetitions over the poles in each
direction.
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2.10 B: Ideally, Sara should bend Diamante’s body more
around her inside leg so he is not leaning to the left like a
motorcycle.
Be sure to ride this exercise in posting trot. Adjust the spacing of poles as
needed; it should feel like the horse takes a comfortable trot step between
each pole, not that he has to extend or shorten his stride to negotiate them.
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EXERCISE 22:

Trot Poles with Inside Edge Raised
PURPOSE:

Counters side-dominance and tendency to “fall in.”

T

rotting ground poles on a curve with the inner edge raised increases
retraction of the horse’s inside shoulder. This helps correct the tendency
of a horse to “fall in” when bending a particular direction, or what some call
“side-dominance.” It helps increase the glide of scapula across the chest wall,
improving symmetry through the forelimbs and trunk. This improves the
muscling and movement patterns when a horse feels like one shoulder is
glued tighter on his thorax and always pulling the horse that direction.
1. Place five to six poles on a curved line spaced slightly less than 4 feet
apart at their center.
2. Raise the inside end of each pole to a height of 8–10 inches.
3. Ride a lively posting trot over the poles, keeping the horse’s spine in an
arc toward the middle of your circle (fig. 2.11 A).
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2.11 A & B: Diamante responds to raised poles with an
animated and elastic trot (A). The more frequently he can
be put in this balance, the more habitual it can become. I
give Diamante a half-halt right before crossing the poles to
help prepare him to cross them well (B). A common
mistake made by riders is to become too passive when
riding over poles.
4. Ride the horse in a rounded frame with equal soft contact in both reins
(fig. 2.11 B).
5. Riders must keep a firm, quiet outside leg against the horse in this
exercise, as the natural tendency will be for the horse to drift outward.
As described, the previous two exercises improve symmetry and help
balance a horse’s musculature by targeting a specific forelimb at a time. This
does not mean, however, that you should not practice the exercises in both
directions rather than only on the dominant side. You will want to ride the
exercise both ways—it might be helpful to do slightly more repetitions on the
targeted side or to begin and end the session on that side. These are ways to
maximize the effectiveness.
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EXERCISE 23:

The Schaukel on a Slope
PURPOSE:

Promotes quick footwork and joint stability.

I

f you and your horse have mastered Exercises 5, 6, and 7 (pp. 19, 21, and
23), you can now proceed to combining them. This requires quick
footwork, joint stability, and recruitment of several different locomotion and
postural muscles.
1. Using a gentle slope as described in the exercises in chapter 1 (p. 5),
begin by standing your horse in the middle of the slope facing downhill.
2. Ask him to back up the hill for four steps (fig. 2.12).

2.12: As we practice this exercise a few times with Star, we
want to see her hind end free up (right now her back legs
are a little locked compared to her front legs stepping
back), and her neck to be in a more open posture. It is too
tight right now.
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3. Immediately draw him forward down the hill four steps.
4. And then go backward again.
5. Continue rocking him backward and forward on the slope like this as
long as his balance stays steady.
You want him to be quick but not rushed during this exercise. The
purpose is to make swift adaptations in balance but not become hectic or
tense about what he is doing. For horses in a rehab program not being ridden,
this can be a useful daily exercise.
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EXERCISE 24:

Slow, Controlled Downhills
PURPOSE:

Prepares the horse for collection.

T

he potential value of schooling horses on downhill gradients is well
known, yet it often comes without the two requirements that must be met
in order to gain these positive results: slow and straight. Downhills must be
ridden slowly and absolutely straight. Most horses will try to cock their body
to one side to compensate for weakness or stiffness. Or, they will fall forward
and rush. It is not enough to simply ride downhills. They must be approached
correctly.
Descending, a horse must make eccentric muscle contractions, ones
where the fibers are under tension while also lengthening. These are the same
types of contractions needed for collection. The horse’s hindquarters, built
for short bursts of movement to escape predators, are not naturally well
adapted for these contractions that require a “holding” effort from the muscle.
Horses, therefore, often develop compensatory movements when asked for
collection.
1. Ride your horse in a slow measured walk straight downhill.
2. The walk should maintain forward progress, but it should feel like he
places each foot separately and that you could ask him to stop
immediately at any second.
3. Keep your body aligned parallel with the trees around you, neither
leaning forward nor back (fig. 2.13 A).
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2.13 A: A good rule of thumb is to sit with your body
parallel to the trees when riding downhill, leaning neither
forward nor backward.
4. Be sure the horse strays straight. Envision your legs as railings that he
stays aligned between (fig. 2.13 B).
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2.13 B: The slower and straighter you go, the more
strength you build. Diamante’s hindquarters are strongly
engaged; his abdominals have lifted.
5. Aim to ride down a hill that takes at least 10 seconds or longer to
descend. Ride down it three to six times.
If the horse rushes in spite of your intentions, check your rein contact.
Maintain the same light contact that you would keep when riding in the
arena.
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ROUTINES
to Diagnose Dysfunctional Movement

W

hile all the exercises in this book will increase every horse’s
overall body mechanics and performance, some are ideally suited
to help diagnose where in particular a horse might be struggling
with weakness or imbalance.
These exercises are not intended to be 100 percent prescriptive but
instead will give you valuable clues and feedback about the areas of his body
that are not functioning ideally. This feedback then guides the rest of your
training; it shows you where you might want to focus more, or less. It shows
you when areas you thought were pretty strong might in fact be surprisingly
weak or clumsy. Or it might show you a healthier range of motion and
stability in a joint you thought was compromised.
In other words, the following routines can be viewed similarly to tests
performed on humans known as Functional Movement Tests. These human
tests are designed to illuminate weakness or imbalance that we miss during
our ordinary life. In the same way, the following groups of exercises will
offer you insights about your horse that you can then use to inform the rest of
his conditioning program.
Bear in mind that the suggestions that follow are generalized. They are
not intended to provide foolproof diagnosis; there are always exceptions and
anomalies to account for. Use these exercises to pay very close attention to
your horse’s movement and see what it tells you. Does he often catch his
front—or rear—toe when crossing a high raised pole? Does he find the
exercise more difficult than you expected? Does he become crooked, inverted
in his posture, or uncoordinated?
Test Dominant Muscle Chain
In addition to identifying weak pelvis muscles and connective tissues, use
Exercise 1 (p. 11) to assess the equality of your horse’s top and bottom
muscle chains. If he demonstrates unsteadiness in this exercise, use:
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Exercise 9 (p. 27)
Exercise 13 (p. 43)
Exercise 17 (p. 51)
Test Compromised Stifles, Hamstrings, or Neck
Muscles
Sometimes, the issue is weakness, but, just as often, it is hypertension. When
there is tightness in the hamstrings or neck and poll muscles, a horse is not
able to bend and engage his stifles well. You can identify this with Exercise
5 (p. 19). If the horse fails to perform the exercise as described, you likely
have either a case of weakness, or tension in his hamstrings or neck. To
remedy, use:
Exercise 25 (p. 72)
Exercise 43 (p. 111)
Exercise 49 (p. 142)
Exercise 50 (p. 144)
Test Tone and Relaxation in the Back
Any time a given horse has gained any measure of fitness, it is important to
check the relaxation of his long back muscles to ensure they have not become
rigid and tight. This happens more often than riders think, and leads quickly
to dysfunction in the abdominal muscles. To assess whether a back is both
strong and supple, use Exercise 9 (p. 27) to test. When the exercise goes
flawlessly, congratulations! When it does not, help loosen the back and
reengage the abdominals with:
Exercise 30 (p. 81)
Exercise 35 (p. 97)
Test Imbalance and Crookedness
Sometimes, it is difficult to determine exactly where a horse is crooked. Is it
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caused by a weak hind limb? A congenital curve in his spine? A dominant
shoulder? Luckily, riders do not need to granulate their assessment of his
body alignment. It is enough to recognize that he is crooked, and to help him
resolve this pattern by showing him what straight feels like. Make
straightness a habit by interrupting his crookedness. To do this—or to test
your horse’s symmetry in general—use Exercise 16 (p. 49). Observe him
closely. If he does not succeed with this exercise, use:
Exercise 25 (p. 72)
Exercise 30 (p. 81)
Exercise 34 (p. 87)
Exercise 47 (p. 138)
Test Pelvic and Shoulder Stability
Gymnastic exercises like lateral movements in dressage are often more
difficult than they should be because a horse’s adductor muscles are poorly
developed, or his scapula is adhered to his chest wall. To find out if your
horse has a tight scapula or an unstable pelvis, use Exercise 18 (p. 53). If
during this exercise, he trips or goofs up the footwork, use:
Exercise 16 (p. 49)
Exercise 45 (p. 134)
Exercise 55 (p. 154)
Test Hock or Sacrum Discomfort
Sore hocks and sacral joints are often vaguely diagnosed strictly from
palpation. In my experience, this is not a 100-percent reliable determinant of
a joint’s function during movement. Many times, an area will be sore to poke
or prod but still has a healthy range of motion and ability to generate
movement. Having this information helps you figure out which exercises to
avoid and which ones not to avoid.
Remember: no body responds exactly the same way to exercise and
therapy. Some horses with sore hocks will be sidelined, others do not need to
be. To determine the comfort level of your horse’s hock and/or sacral joints
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during movement and exercise, use Exercise 24 (p. 64). I will argue that it is
effective nearly 95 percent of the time. If your horse does not succeed with it,
use:
Exercise 26 (p. 74)
Exercise 31 (p. 82)
Exercise 53 (p. 150)
Exercise 54 (p. 152)
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CHAPTER 3
Simple Bodywork to Break Bad Habits

P

ositive new postural habits only take firm root when the body can adopt
them. If physical restrictions or discomfort stand in the way, a body will
struggle to make changes of any permanence. Signs of progress will be
fleeting. A program of simultaneous body therapies and physical training
creates the most profound changes.
Today’s equestrian has access to numerous types of professional
bodyworkers and many readers are already lucky enough to take advantage of
them, from chiropractic care to myofascial release to acupuncture or good old
massage.
I have found that students are able to make larger and quicker gains
improving their horse’s movement when they do not rely on the monthly
appointment with their bodywork practitioner alone. Relying on one big body
adjustment monthly leaves plenty of other days and weeks during a month
when old patterns can creep back up and influence habitual restrictions and
discomforts.
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The most helpful and logical way to help your horse’s body adopt the
changes you’re training it to make is to incorporate small therapies on an
ongoing and consistent schedule. Admittedly, there are certain maneuvers
you do not want to do on your own, such as chiropractic manipulations and
aggressive stretching. But there are plenty of techniques that you can—and
should—do to keep key areas of the horse’s body looser and primed for better
movement. I have included them in this chapter.

Pick and Choose
To be useful, you do not need to do all these techniques every day you work
with your horse. You will likely find a few of them to be more helpful to your
individual horse than others. Make these a part of your daily routine. I
recommend keeping a mental toolbox of five therapy techniques that appear
to help your horse the most at any given phase of his training. Rotate between
these techniques throughout your week.

fit tip
When giving your horse a rest day, active recovery is better than passive.
This means that the day following a hard training session, it’s better to
exercise your horse lightly (walking, easy jogging on non-strenuous
surfaces) than to let him just stand around. Through light exercise, the
body circulates—and, in some cases, re-burns—metabolic waste that
causes soreness and stiffness. That circulation replaces byproducts with
good oxygen and blood, which allows the body to move easier.
For instance, apply one or two of them before your weekend schooling
session and then do another two before the following day’s ride. Throughout
the week, keep dabbling between them. Do not feel like you have to spend a
ton of time working through all five every day you get your horse out. This
will start to feel overwhelming and tedious. Keep it easy and simple with one
or two quick techniques before you ride. In doing so, you’ll begin to really
feel—and tune in—to what your horse needs during any given week.
Likewise, the more consistently the horse’s nervous and muscular system is
helped to release tension through small, simple techniques, the more adept at
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this he becomes. In other words, pretty soon small gestures will lead to big
results.
After two or more weeks of using the same five techniques, I recommend
that students select a new batch of exercises for the following weeks. By this
point, the horse has gotten as much as he can from the current techniques and
it is best to take a short break from them before returning to them a while
later.

What Is Proprioception?
Proprioception, a term used frequently in physical therapy and throughout
this book, refers to how individuals “read” the position, motion, and
equilibrium of their body parts, and the strength of effort being employed
during movement. You can think of it as the way a body interprets and makes
adjustments to the demands of any given moment. Proprioception is
responsible for shifting your balance when you sense the terrain change
underfoot, or for modulating muscular effort when you need a harder effort to
get up or down a hill, for example.

fit tip
A horse’s proprioception can be altered by fatigue, cold or damp weather,
and excitement. Keep this in mind and adjust your training sessions
accordingly when one of these is a factor. For instance, don’t try to make
conditioning gains if you notice that your horse’s coordination and
footwork is affected by nervousness or perhaps by residual fatigue from
previous days.
An athlete with well-developed proprioception has good coordination and
quick reflexes and balance control. Proprioception can suffer for many
reasons including over-specialization in a discipline, injury, or too many
sedentary daytime hours. Many horses suffer poor proprioception arising
from hoof problems, stall confinement, or from exercising exclusively on
groomed arena surfaces.
The muscular tone needed for—and employed to tackle— any task is
provided by specialized cells known as proprioceptors throughout the body.
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These spindle cells are located in skeletal muscles and tendons and play
mostly a sensory role, shuttling information about position, motion, and
equilibrium between the nervous system and the muscles. The information
generated by these spindle cells gets relayed to motor neurons that are
responsible for forming the actual movements and effort that takes place.
You can see, therefore, how critical it is for a body to “read” where it is in
time and space. Otherwise, it cannot generate the right signals for correct
movement.
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EXERCISE 25:

Wiggle for Tension Release
(Contributed by Jim Masterson, The Masterson Method®)
PURPOSE:

Relaxes the horse and eases tension in the postural muscles of the
spine.

W

hen it comes to a horse’s movement, we think of his poll area at the
top of his neck as Grand Central Station. In this area, rich with nerves
that transmit signals to the rest of his body, many movement patterns
originate. This band of short muscles behind the head tightens significantly
during episodes of imbalance and soreness, and then not only spreads tension
to the rest of the body but, owing to its rich supply of nerves, also interrupts
proprioception and coordination.
The following exercise brings therapy to this area because it is a tiny
wave-like movement that the horse cannot brace against. It generates
reflexive signals for relaxation that spread system-wide. It helps considerably
to ease the nervous system when it is compromised by pain signals.
1. Stand at your horse’s head on the near side with the fingers of your left
hand resting lightly on his nose.
2. Place two fingertips of your other hand on the neck about 4 inches
behind and below the ear (fig. 3.1 A).
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3.1 A & B: Be sure to keep your hands relaxed, especially
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the hand positioned over the horse’s nose. If you get tight,
or ask for side-to-side movements that are too large, he will
brace against your request. Jim asks for tiny waggling
movements, moving the head less than one inch each
direction (A). Watch for signs that your horse has released
tension, including lowering his head or yawning, blinking
his eyes in an exaggerated manner, blowing through his
nose, or sighing (B).
3. Keep both arms and hands soft and light.
4. Use your left hand to wiggle the nose about half-an-inch from side to
side.
5. Do four wiggles and stop; check to ensure the movement is still relaxed
(fig. 3.1 B).
Repeat these steps a few times. If the horse finds this uncomfortable, he is
likely feeling tension in the postural muscles of the spine in this area. Do not
try to stop him from fussing or tossing his head. Instead, soften your hands
even more and wiggle with even tinier movements. This will give him the
opportunity to release the tension more comfortably. Do both sides, in small
increments, every day.
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EXERCISE 26:

Withers Wiggle for Resolving
Asymmetry
(Contributed by Jim Masterson, The Masterson Method®)
PURPOSE:

Releases tension, resolves side-dominance, and restores mobility to
the front end.

T

his technique uses gentle signals to release deeply held tension in the
inaccessible muscles surrounding the thoracic vertebrae between the
shoulders. Releasing the tension patterns from these deep muscles helps
resolve side-dominance, or cases where horses tend to travel with tighter
movement on one shoulder. It can restore fluidity and mobility to the front
end.
1. Place your thumb and forefinger on opposite sides of the first
discernable knob of the withers area.
2. With very light pressure, think of wiggling the vertebra from side to side
for a fraction of an inch (fig. 3.2 A).
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3.2 A: Most often, this exercise goes best when you use
surprisingly little pressure. A very tiny movement back and
forth of the withers knob is enough to generate a response.
3. If the horse shows you a release response such as blinking his eyes
deliberately, yawning, or snorting, then wiggle again (fig. 3.2 B). Do
this a few more times at that spot.
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3.2 B: Star demonstrates that she is releasing tension after
a moment of Jane asking for a wither wiggle. She lowers
her head and neck, and softens her eye. She also yawned
soon after we snapped this photo!
4. Move on to the next knob of the withers and wiggle-wiggle. Continue
moving down the withers like this and watching your horse respond.
You only need to practice this technique on one side of your horse, not
both. You will feel only a very small movement of the wither bones; do not
try to push and pull them forcibly. This is more about suggesting a softening
and release in your horse’s deep tissue.
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EXERCISE 27:

Balancing on Unstable Surface
PURPOSE:

Challenges motor control and core stability.

I

n human athletic training, greater demands on the motor control system
have been measured when athletes performed exercises on unstable
surfaces, such as inflatable pads. Specifically, increased activity in the core
musculature has been noted. There has been speculation that the same applies
to horses. Small dynamic movements performed on a moderately unsteady
surface appear to challenge the stability of the trunk muscles more than
ordinary exercises on flat ground.
Rubber pads, mattresses, or other squishy materials can be used to
challenge motor control and core stability, and might play especially useful in
rehabilitating neurological problems. At my barn, we use a squishy gym mat
intended for children’s gymnastics. It is the ideal size for a range of horses;
you can locate them online or in sporting stores.
1. Find an unstable surface such as a large foam mat, mattress, or you can
buy commercially available rubber pads that are designed to be placed
under the horse’s feet.
2. After allowing your horse to sniff and familiarize himself with the pad,
walk him directly across it once.
3. The next time, walk him on the mat and ask him to stop with all four
feet on it (fig. 3.3).
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3.3: Sem takes a moment to settle on the mat. The first
step of this exercise involves resolving spookiness or worry
about the sight or sound of stepping on the mat. Then you
can move toward the benefit of balancing and performing
small exercises on it.
4. Stand there for at least a minute or two. Most horses at this point will
sway gently from side to side for several seconds. Allow that to happen.
5. Walk him off the mat and then circle him around to come back on it.
6. Again, stand him there for a moment.
7. Repeat for a total of three standing “sessions” on the mat.

fit tip
The condition of the poll is always mirrored in the musculature of the
trunk. Any twisting or tension in the poll will also be present in the
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horse’s deep trunk muscles, and vice versa. Riding the horse forward into
a light rein contact nearly always fixes this. Active swing and impulsion
of the hind legs, accompanied by an even and consistent contact to the bit,
cause the poll to align and relax with time. Likewise, his torso can then
engage and bend as well.
Many horses will become very relaxed after initially standing on the mat.
They lower their heads, close their eyes, and deepen their breathing. When
this is happening, you can allow your horse to stand there for a full two
minutes. But then move him off the mat so you can return him to it and allow
him to make that change again. You do want him to let down and relax by
releasing tension from postural muscles; you do not want him going to sleep.
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EXERCISE 28:

Dynamic Mobilization on Unstable
Surface
PURPOSE:

Improves balance and core stability.

F

ollowing acclimatization with Exercise 27 (p. 76), the next progression is
to lead the horse through challenges with his balance while remaining on
the mat or pad. It is not uncommon in these maneuvers to see the horse nearly
shaking in his trunk and hindquarter muscles. Many will struggle quite a bit
with their balance at first, followed by becoming very secure.
1. With your horse standing squarely, all four feet on the mat, ask him to
flex his head around toward his hip with a treat.
2. Move the treat very slowly toward his hip; you do not want him to
swing his head around quickly and fall sideways (fig. 3.4 A).
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3.4 A: I make sure Sem is standing square on the mat
before asking her to reach around toward her hip.
3. He might shift his feet around a little (many will widen their stance) as
he balances. This is all okay as long as he stays on the mat.
4. When he reaches successfully to his hip, move the treat down low to the
outside of his front foot.
5. If he does okay with that, move it down between his knees (fig. 3.4 B).
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3.4 B: After a few tries, and learning not to step backward
with her hind feet, Sem stretches deep between her knees
to retrieve a treat.
6. Repeat these three moves on his other side.
Horses are generally good about telling you if these maneuvers are too
difficult or frustrating. Pay attention when they start pawing or backing up. If
this does not resolve, you can introduce the above routine with just two of
their feet on the mat.
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EXERCISE 29:

Weight Shifts on Unstable Surface
PURPOSE:

Helps shift the horse’s center of gravity.

W

hen asked to shift weight backward without stepping back, the horse
contracts the thoracic sling muscles, multifidi, and muscles around the
stifle. He draws his whole trunk backward, shifting his center of gravity.
1. Begin by standing with your horse squarely on the unstable mat.
2. Stand beside him and place your hand on his sternum.
3. Very gently push his sternum back. Think in terms of a fraction of an
inch (fig. 3.5).

3.5: By applying light pressure on Sem’s chest, I indicate
for her to shift her torso and weight in a slight backward
motion without taking an actual step back with her feet.
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4. You should feel his chest yield to your pressure and the horse will draw
himself up and back as though he is going to walk backward.
5. Keep hold of your lead line and give him the intent to keep his feet
planted.
6. Hold for 3–5 seconds then release your hand on his sternum.
If this maneuver does not go well after a few tries, you can work instead
on lifting and holding up a front leg for several seconds. Do this with each
foreleg then return to the backward weight shift.
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EXERCISE 30:

Cutaneous Stimulation
PURPOSE:

Sensitizes horses that are dull or sluggish.

T

he thin sheet of cutaneous muscle lies between the skin and the horse’s
big gymnastic muscles. It is highly innervated and sensitive, evidenced
by how it twitches a fly off the skin. It can become thickened or deadened by
a rider’s severe leg aids, spurs, or overly tight girth. Once it has reached this
state, it affects the wider network of nerve signals.
In the case of horses that have become dull, cutaneous stimulation can
help sensitize them.
1. Before you ride, stand your horse in a quiet area on level ground.
2. Use a pen cap or similar object to draw light circles or zigzags on the
horse’s skin in the area you would like to target. For example, when his
hind legs are sluggish, target his rump (fig. 3.6). If he feels dead to your
legs when riding, target the side of his abdomen and part way
underneath his belly.
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3.6: Jane uses gentle pressure with a pen cap to tickle
circular sweeps across Star’s tight hindquarter muscles.
3. Use a very light pressure. Think of drawing the pen cap around, not
pushing it down in the flesh.
4. Continue like this for 30 seconds.
This is a short technique. You want to provide a stimulus, gain a
response, and then be done with it. You do not want to proceed so long that
the horse begins to ignore your stimulus.
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EXERCISE 31:

Lateral Pelvic Flexion
PURPOSE:

Increases pelvic flexion and develops stability when bending.

T

o develop stability during bending exercises, the following reflex point
accessed before riding helps to flex and stretch the lumbar region. It can
increase pelvic flexion while ensuring good stifle alignment. If your horse is
particularly tall, you may need to stand on a stool as this exercise is best
performed by reaching up over to the opposite side of his body.
1. Standing at your horse’s hip, reach up and over his haunches.
2. Apply pressure with your finger, or a pen cap, at a point about midway
between his point of hip and the tail head (figs. 3.7 A & B).
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3.7 A: Every horse will have a different range of motion in
this exercise. Some will really curl toward you, while others
like Star only bend a little.
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3.7 B: If you are unable to reach comfortably across your
horse’s rump, it is helpful to use a stool. It is important not
to be out of balance as you ask for the horse’s response.
3. Increase pressure gradually, looking for the horse to flex his pelvis
toward you.
4. You will see him first lift his lumbar spine, followed by flexing
sideways toward you with his pelvis.
5. Ask him to hold this for 5 seconds.
6. Repeat on both sides twice.
Make your pressure gradually stronger until you get a desired result,
starting with a light amount. You do not want to make fast or jerky
movements. In that case, the horse’s tendency is to clamp his back and
haunches rather than bend with smooth, full range of movement.
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EXERCISE 32:

Tension Release from Gluteals
PURPOSE:

Releases tension after increased workload, soreness, or
overdevelopment of muscles.

A

s mentioned elsewhere in this book, the horse’s gluteals can store and
dictate muscle patterns that work against the goal of fluid movement (p.
39). In the absence of correct strength in the postural muscles, the gluteal
muscles compensate to play a stabilizing role for the pelvis and hind limbs.
Until this excessive tension and movement pattern gets resolved, the postural
muscles will remain inaccessible. Releasing tension from this area allows
new patterns to form.
1. Using a tennis ball or moderately firm object, roll small circles from the
horse’s hip to his sacrum (figs. 3.8 A & B).
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3.8 A & B: Black dots shown with little pieces of tape
indicate where to focus your pressure (A). As you make
small circles in the direction of the dots, use the same
amount of pressure you would to roll around a lime or a ball
of dough (B).
2. Move slowly. Take at least a full minute to reach the sacrum from the
hip.
3. Then roll circles back down to the hip.
4. If you note a particular tight or tender spot, spend an extra moment
applying light pressure there. Your horse will indicate these spots by
flinching, yawning, stretching his neck out, or showing other signs of
release.
When used weekly, this practice helps the horse shed any accumulated
effects of increased workload, soreness, or overdevelopment of strength that
can lead to short-striding and lack of engagement.
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EXERCISE 33:

Tail Circles
PURPOSE:

Stabilizes the spine while relaxing long back muscles.

A

s odd of a place as it seems for muscular habits, the horse’s tail can give
you a lot of access to his back since it is an extension of his spine. Tail
carriage is always symptomatic of the state of a horse’s back muscles. With
gentle traction, you can help activate the spinal stabilizing muscles while
relaxing the long back muscles that accumulate excess tension.
1. With both hands placed under the dock of the tail, gently lift it away
from the horse’s body 2–3 inches.
2. Initially, hold it in this position for a moment (fig. 3.9 A). If a horse is
especially tight in his back, he may try to clamp the tail at this point.

3.9 A: Sometimes you need to pause and wait for a
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moment for the horse’s tail to feel relaxed and free of
resistance as it is drawn away from the body.
3. After a moment of applying light traction with the tail away from the
body, now begin to rotate the dock in tiny circles both clockwise and
then counterclockwise (fig. 3.9 B).

3.9 B: As the horse releases tension from his topline, you
will be able to draw the dock of his tail in slow-motion
circles.
4. Your motions will be quite small and slow-moving. The goal is not to
make a large movement, but instead to wake up the stabilizing muscles
and to tease tension away from the longissimus.
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fit tip
Will your horse let you touch his pectorals (see p. 117)? They can tell you
a lot about his body and balance. When a horse has sore feet, carries too
much weight on the forehand, or does not engage his abdomen well when
ridden, his pectorals will be sore and warm to the touch. He will also often
be “cinchy.” The pectorals bear a burden when the horse does not carry
weight on his hind end; they act as a “brake” to prevent the horse from
falling forward all the time. Help them stay loose by walking slowly over
raised poles, backing the horse up, and riding turns-on-the-forehand.
This technique works particularly well before riding. It can help change
the “attitude” of a horse’s back before putting him through his workout. It
will also show you a lot on any given day about the state of a horse’s
relaxation—or lack thereof.
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EXERCISE 34:

Sensory Education Path
PURPOSE:

Awakens the nerves and pathways that perceive and control
movement.

A

horse’s proprioception can be hampered by injury, imbalance, and
confined living environments. Given the role of proprioception in
coordinating muscles and joint movement, it is often the first place we start
when improving a horse’s body mechanics. The process of walking over a
pathway with quickly changing stimulus underfoot enhances the response and
functioning of neuroreceptors. Enough exposure and adaptations to these
stimuli stores it in the horse’s memory, leading to better sensory awareness
and motor signals. You can think of this as “waking up” the nerves and
pathways that perceive and control movement.
1. Create a pathway with an alternating 3- to 6-meter-long section of hard
and soft ground (fig. 3.10). You can use surfaces such as turf, hard
ground, pebbles, wood chips, water, grass, and so on. Aim to create 5–
10 of these different segments in the pathway.

3.10: Alternating segments of surfaces can be varying
lengths. Some can be longer than others, depending on
your available resources.
2. Begin by leading your horse back and forth over the path for a duration
of 3 minutes the first day. Add one minute each following day,
progressing to a total of 15 minutes.
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fit tip
In many cases, a horse’s correct postural muscling depends on how a rider
releases or softens the reins to reward certain moments. Soften with your
fingers, not your whole arms. Too many riders release the reins entirely by
pushing their elbows out in front of them to tell the horse, “Yes, good
job.” But then the horse’s neck juts out, his back stiffens, and he falls
forward on his front legs. Instead, breathe your fingers open briefly to
relax the contact at the corners of his mouth but still retain the shape of his
topline. By using your fingers, you can modulate the tension in the reins a
lot; no need to throw away the reins for a job well done.
If you do not have the supplies or time to invest in constructing a formal
pathway of this sort, you can get creative with whatever terrain you have near
your barn so long as the changing surfaces are very close to each other. The
point is for the horse to make rapid adaptations to changing stimuli. For
instance, at my barn, within a 20-meter area I can ride across grass, an asphalt
driveway, hard dirt, wood chips, and a wood bridge. I make a little circuit of
these surfaces, taking several strides on each one.
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ROUTINES
Following Bodywork and During Periods of
Reduced Exercise

I

f you did nothing more than work your way through all the exercises in
chapter 3, your horse would be much more comfortable for it! You might,
however, not have the luxury of that much time. In this case, choose one
or two of the following routines that pair bodywork and corrective exercises.
These combinations have proven successful on many different types of
horses. By using the appropriate follow-up exercise after a bodywork
technique, you help it have a deeper effect. The combinations below are for
general wellness and performance; choose a different one every three days or
so:
Exercise 25 (p. 72) + Exercise 35 (p. 97)
Exercise 30 (p. 81) + Exercise 46 (p. 136)
Exercise 27 (p. 76) + Exercise 34 (p. 87)
Exercise 26 (p. 74) + Exercise 41 (p. 107)
Exercise 27 (p. 76) + Exercise 40 (p. 105)
Exercise 32 (p. 84) + Exercise 43 (p. 111)
Exercise 31 (p. 82) + Exercise 19 (p. 55)

In Praise of the Walk
Inactivity sometimes plays a larger role in creating poor muscle patterns than
poor training or injuries. When a horse does not move around throughout the
day as nature intended for him, circulation of blood, oxygen, and lymph
diminishes. This translates to sluggish, unfueled muscles and dehydrated or
non-gliding tissues surrounding them. Over time, this creates ingrained
restriction in an animal’s range of motion.
Horses end up for a variety of reasons in situations of reduced mobility,
with riders’ busy lives and poor weather usually being the top ones. Many
riders succumb to these periods assuming there is no actual training they can
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do until the situation resolves, which might be several months down the road.
Too many of them overlook the value of schooling at the walk, thinking that
if they are limited to the walk there is not much to accomplish. To the
contrary, good active walking even for short periods mobilizes the horse’s
spinal joints and increases circulation of fluids and nutrients.
It’s especially worth noting that the equine lymphatic system lacks a
central pump. Lymph circulation relies on muscular contractions and
peristaltic pulsations from the digestive tract. The lymphatic system helps
maintain fluid balances between blood vessels and tissues. When horses
become sedentary, circulation is reduced.
Work at the walk, practiced and touted by old classical dressage masters,
is always better than letting a horse stand around when for whatever reason
he is not able to perform a regular training schedule. Walking allows for full
contraction of the long back muscles in a contraction-relaxation cycle that
prevents tension. Its low-aerobic effort ensures recruitment of small muscles
that support the spine, the ones that create and store postural patterns.
Further, the fine-tuned motor control that is possible at the walk enables
riders to help their horses find more range of motion and joint flexion that
will become habitual.
During periods of reduced exercise due to either weather or injury, riders
can accomplish a great deal in 25 minutes with one of the following walk
routines. Even for riders with busy lives, there is no reason to not make use of
these. Concentrate on creating the highest quality movements and figures for
these 25 minutes. Treat them with the same focus as you would a dressage
test or show. You can easily extend their benefits by three minutes of
dynamic stretches or calisthenics prior to mounting. Within each routine
below, spend about two minutes on each exercise and continue to cycle
through them until your time is up.
Walk Routine One
For 25 minutes do:
Long-and-Low Transitions: With the horse in a long-and-low frame,
ride transitions from working walk to extended walk; repeat. Aim to
keep his head and neck reaching down low toward the ground into a
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light rein contact during these transitions. He will need to recruit core
musculature for balance.
Polish Your Turns: Interspersed with intervals of active, groundcovering walking, practice several turns–on-the-forehand and turns-onthe-haunches in each direction. Be sure to ride several vigorous walk
steps between each turn.
Proprioception Box: Arrange a box using four ground poles with the
corners of the box lifted on risers. Ride a variety of patterns over and
through the box—cloverleaf, circle around each corner of the box, figure
eight.
Walk Routine Two
For 25 minutes do:
Accordion Topline: Riding around the edge of your arena in a brisk,
forward walk, practice lengthening and shortening your reins and asking
your horse to change frames, from longer to shorter.
Spiral In and Out: From a 20-meter circle, spiral into an 8-meter circle,
then, maintaining inside bend, leg-yield back out to your original 20meter circle, being careful not to lose energy.
Snowman: Ride once around a 20-meter circle to the left, then, at the
top, change bend and ride a 10-meter circle to the right. Resume your
20-meter circle. Your figure should look like a snowman with a fat body
and a smaller head on top.
Simple Ground Poles: Set up as many poles as you have available in a
random fashion all around your arena. Proceed in a brisk walk over the
poles, riding turns and loops creatively.
Walk Routine Three
Speed Changes: Ride various figures in the arena while changing the
speed of your walk. Aim for four distinct speeds (super slow, slow,
medium, and fast), and spend 20 strides at each speed. Repeat.
Cornerstone Transitions: Ride transitions to the halt every 10 strides.
At every other halt transition, ask the horse to back up 6–10 steps, then
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carry on.
Wavy Lines: Ride a “scalloped” edge around the track of your arena.
Maintaining a brisk, lively walk tempo, ride a wavy serpentine with
approximately 3-meter loops back and forth from left to right to left to
right, and so on.

How to Handle Downtime
Interruptions to a horse’s normal training routine, or exercising fewer than
three days per week, will lead to a measurable loss of fitness after four weeks.
This “detraining” effect continues up to 12 weeks, at which point a rider
should consider the horse entirely out of condition. A horse’s metabolic
system and connective tissue are stressed by large vacillations in fitness,
especially as he ages; every effort should be made to avoid long layoffs
lasting more than four weeks at a time. Obviously, every rider will experience
schedule restraints that lead to periods of lesser activity, during which the
walking routines I’ve just described, at the minimum, can be used.
During periods of less activity, riders often may fret unnecessarily about
the horse losing cardiovascular fitness. Instead, they should concern
themselves with postural tone and fitness of muscular patterns. Horses make
cardiovascular adaptations quickly and efficiently. It is fine for them to lose
fitness in their respiratory system, sweating responses, and blood volume for
an extended period. As the following chart shows, once a horse is placed
back into full-time work, his cardiovascular system makes fitness gains in as
swiftly as two weeks. His supporting tissues, muscles, and bones, however,
will require up to four months or more.
FITNESS GAIN

TIME

Improved Respiratory Response

1–2 weeks

Improved Sweating Response

1–2 weeks

Increase in Muscle Capillaries (blood delivery)

3–6
months

Increase in Muscle Mitochondria (fuel processing)

4–6
months

Increase in Muscle Aerobic Enzymes (determine endurance and
recovery)

4–6
months
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Increase in Bone Density
Strengthen Tendons and Ligaments

4–6
months
4–6
months

Do not be tempted to make up for a diminished training schedule by
getting your horse out once or twice a week and making him work up a good
sweat with the hope that you are thwarting fitness loss. I sometimes see riders
with good intentions but tight schedules show up at the barn once or twice a
week, only to hook their horse onto the longe line and run him around until
he is panting and sweaty. Obviously, they believe they are combating a
deterioration of fitness.
In reality, they are doing more harm than good. While they are in fact
taxing the horse’s respiratory system, they are allowing his postural muscles
to slacken, while simultaneously creating poor habits in his gymnastic
muscles that build tension during these short bursts of activity without precise
alignment, warming up, or signals from his proprioceptors.
It is far better to forego the once-weekly, sweaty workout in place of
multiple shorter sessions using exercises to recruit postural muscle effort. In
sum, allow cardiovascular fitness to go by the wayside because it comes back
quickly; do not allow postural practice and muscle training to go by the
wayside because you will create problems down the road.
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CHAPTER 4
Getting the Most from Groundwork

T

here are numerous ways to school your horse on the ground to keep him
mentally stimulated or teach new skills. Not all of them encourage
proper use of his body, however, which can result in poor habits lingering.
Several techniques, in fact, can worsen negative postural habits by guiding
the horse through a series of maneuvers with compromised alignment of
joints, limbs, and trunk.
Occasionally, groundwork can also rely too much on performing small
circles. The hind-leg abduction needed for these small circles strains the stifle
joint. This strain then spreads tension to the gluteal muscles and lower back
in addition to causing localized soreness.

Use of the Cavesson
A common misalignment of horses doing groundwork is a twisted poll due to
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the handler using a line attached under the chin or the uneven application of
pressure on the bit when using a bridle. By far, the best piece of equipment
for ground exercises is a longe cavesson because it allows the handler to
communicate precisely with the horse while flexing—but not twisting—the
horse’s poll when executing bent lines. The alignment and state of relaxation
or tension in the horse’s poll directly affects the rest of his body. As we
pointed out in Exercise 25 (p. 72), you can think of his poll as Grand Central
Station in the network of nerves that coordinates signals throughout his entire
system. When there is stiffness or crookedness in his poll, it will be mirrored
by the musculature of his trunk.
Because a cavesson allows the handler to position the horse’s head and
poll from an attachment over the bridge of his nose, it does not twist his chin
sideways when performing bent lines. It helps to flex and loosen his poll
without allowing it to twist. As he flexes his poll correctly, he can align his
trunk, and his hind legs can step under the body as needed. A correctly
positioned poll helps relax his neck and jaw muscles, giving more freedom in
the shoulders and thereby creating more room for his hind legs to reach
forward.
An effective longeing cavesson does not need to be fancy. Look for one
that is lightweight with a center ring over the horse’s nose that swivels freely
(figs. 4.1A & B). A correctly made cavesson should have a strap that fastens
slightly ahead of the horse’s jowl, not in his throatlatch groove. This strap, by
being positioned farther forward than a throatlatch, prevents the cavesson
from sliding up and rubbing the outside eye when making circles. Also look
for a cavesson that is neither bulky nor stiff and heavy.
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4.1 A & B: The center ring on a longe cavesson allows the
handler to keep the horse’s poll positioned correctly when
bending his body from the ground. It prevents the horse from
twisting his poll (A). A properly designed cavesson has a strap
that passes beneath the horse’s jowl, rather than a traditional
throatlatch found on bridles (B). This keeps the cheek pieces
from sliding up and rubbing the corner of his eye when being
longed.

The Question of Side-Reins
A longe cavesson used with a quality rope or line along with some sort of
long whip is enough for effective ground training. Many of us were originally
trained to use side-reins any time we worked our horses on the ground. The
thinking was that side-reins prevented the horse from tottering around with
bad form. While they do hold the horse’s head in a certain position, side-reins
do not ensure he moves with correct form. In fact, they make it harder for the
average rider/handler to see and identify where compensating movement
patterns are taking root. They can make the horse appear tidy in his
movement by securing his head in one position, but this tidiness generally
does more harm than good.

fit tip
Riding at higher speeds activates the abdominals, longissimus, and
splenius muscles (p. 95) earlier in the cycle of each stride. In the case of
very slack back muscles, this could be beneficial. However, in the case of
changing postural habits, it is contraindicated since the splenius muscle in
the neck resists relaxation of the neck forward and downward.
Side-reins allow the horse to tuck his nose in without necessarily
engaging his core or traveling with correct spinal alignment. Very commonly,
horses round their necks when wearing side-reins without any lifting or
engagement through their trunks. Also, they can hide subtle crookedness
patterns, like when a horse pushes his tongue more to one side of his mouth
in order to over-use a side of his neck, or when he moves with greater range
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of motion on one front leg versus the other.
The purpose of groundwork is not to have the horse appear tidy and set
his head and neck in a fixed position. Instead, the whole point of exercises
like the ones that follow are to challenge his balance a little in order to help
him get better and better at finding it, rather than try to hold him in a static
posture that looks good to our eye. Groundwork that is useful for the long
term will see the horse occasionally falling out of balance, sticking his neck
up or out momentarily before reorganizing. In other words, it will include
moments of messiness along the way to creating a horse whose natural body
carriage is aligned, balanced, and toned without reins attached to his mouth.
Correct posture is not a fixed or static one that is held in place.
To sum up, I almost always eschew side-reins in favor of just a longe
cavesson for all the reasons I’ve stated. In my own experience, it creates a
horse more adept at making postural adjustments and balancing himself. He
learns to do this free of restriction and without becoming locked or rigid in
one particular body frame.
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EXERCISE 35:

Serpentine In Hand
PURPOSE:

Enhances symmetry and promotes equal use of the sides of the
body.

H

elp your horse use both sides of his body equally with frequent changes
of bend. By applying a steady light contact with your line on the
cavesson, you will help him continue to stretch his neck forward and outward
as he shifts weight from one hind leg to the other. This exercise targets the
oblique muscles that help flex and stabilize the trunk, enabling the horse to
become more symmetrical.
You will be walking a straight line; the horse walks a “snaky” serpentine
line.
1. Stand directly in front of your horse’s chest with your rope in your left
hand and a long whip in your right.
2. Begin by walking straight backward and drawing him toward you.
3. Now use your whip directed at his rib cage to ask him to bend his body
around it (fig. 4.2 A).
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4.2 A: By directing my whip toward Corazon’s rib cage, I
ask him to bend toward the left while walking.
4. Be sure you continue walking yourself backward in a straight line (fig.
4.2 B).
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4.2 B & C: As Corazon arcs his body to the left, I continue
walking backward in a straight line and leading him toward
me (B). I reach across to his right side now and ask
Corazon to bend in the new direction while I continue
leading him toward me (C).
5. After three steps, reach across with your whip to the opposite side of his
rib cage and ask for a bend now in this direction (fig. 4.2 C). (If you find
this maneuver awkward, you can move your whip to your left hand and
your rope to the right).
6. After three strides of bending in the new direction and continuing to
walk a straight line, ask for a bend again in the original direction.
7. Continue repeating this sequence.
If the horse is stiff or gets braced up in his body, he will want to push
forward into you rather than changing his bend from side to side. In this case,
you use a series of little “bumps” with the cavesson on his nose to interrupt
that pattern. Be sure to use the cavesson to change the flexion of the horse’s
poll each time you start a new bend. His head should feel like a hinge
swiveling.
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EXERCISE 36:

Lifting the Hind Legs
PURPOSE: Increases range of motion and weight-bearing ability in hind legs.

F

ollowing an adjustment, many equine chiropractors will prescribe a
routine that is, interestingly, a regular protocol for classical in-hand
training. It involves asking the horse to stand quietly and alternate flexing his
hind legs without moving forward from the spot. This mobilizes his hip,
stifle, and hock joints while simultaneously strengthening the weight-bearing
supporting leg. It is a simple exercise that can increase range of motion and
keep pelvic stabilizers recruited.
1. With your horse outfitted in a longe cavesson or halter and standing
square, reach back with your whip toward his hind leg and ask him with
gentle taps to lift the leg off the ground (fig. 4.3 A).
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4.3 A: Sem flexes her hind leg as I ask lightly with the
whip.
2. If he stomps the ground quickly with the leg, try continuing to tap the
limb while it is in the air, giving him the idea to hold it up and then
place it back gently (fig. 4.3 B).

4.3 B & C: After flexing the hip, stifle, and hock, Sem
places the foot down nicely under her pelvis (B). She does
not stomp the foot or place it down behind her. Once Sem
understands my request, I ask her for a little more
expression and flexion (C).
3. Ideally, you want him to hold the leg in a flexed position with the hoof
under the hip (not kicked out behind) for 1–2 seconds (fig. 4.3 C).
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4. When you are able to get consistent responses from the inside hind leg,
reach under his body and ask for the same thing from the other leg.
If your horse becomes braced in his neck or wants to step backward
during this exercise, lead him forward for several lively walk strides and
resume.
Every horse responds differently to being tapped at various places on the
leg. Some give the best response to requests on the cannon bone, others like
the cue higher up near the gaskin, or sometimes even as low as the fetlock.
Play around to see where your horse gives the best response. If he kicks out
rather than lifts the leg, try using a different type of whip. Occasionally, a
flexible whip can sting or annoy a horse while a lightweight bamboo branch
works well.
It is best to begin this exercise alongside a fence or wall, as the horse’s
tendency during evasion or loss of balance will be to wobble sideways. When
that happens, all benefit is lost. It is much preferable to set him up for success
by placing him beside a rail to keep him straight.
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EXERCISE 37:

The Labyrinth
PURPOSE:

Calms, focuses, and improves proprioception.

U

sed frequently to help horses become calm and focused, this
arrangement of poles improves proprioception. Ideally, 12-foot long
poles are used to set up this pattern, but shorter ones can suffice if there is no
other option. When using shorter poles, you may need to allow some gaps of
space between poles at the corners rather than touching them end to end. The
horse should be able to make a comfortable turn at each corner without
excessive confinement.
1. Set up the labyrinth as shown (fig. 4.4 A).
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4.4 A & B: Several poles can be arranged in a labyrinth
figure as shown: 12-foot or longer poles are optimal, but as
is seen here, shorter ones can work fine (A). For improving
proprioception as well as mental focus, both leading and
riding the horse through the labyrinth are valuable (B).
2. Either hand-walk or ride your horse very slowly through the labyrinth
(fig. 4.4 B).
3. Take your time; proceed with small careful steps.
4. Do not become overly concerned if the horse bangs the poles. This is
part of the experience.
Depending on your horse’s curiosity or distraction level, it can be helpful
the first time through the labyrinth to stop him in each corner before
proceeding. This helps get him more organized to make the turn. After an
initial time through with stops, try to ride him smoothly from start to finish.
Repeat up to six times. This is not an exercise to drill and drill but to reap
rewards in small doses.
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EXERCISE 38:

The Labyrinth—Variation
PURPOSE:

Further challenges proprioception and coordination.

T

o extend Exercise 37 (p. 101) or increase the sensory experience with a
horse that is already settled and organizing himself well with the basic
pattern, use the following variation.
1. Set up a labyrinth as in Exercise 37.
2. Lead or ride through the pattern once (fig. 4.5 A).

4.5 A & B: In the first step of this exercise, Sara leads Star
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through the labyrinth as usual (A). In the second step,
rather than entering the labyrinth again immediately, she
asks Star to walk in a straight line over the center poles
(B).
3. After exiting the labyrinth, walk a short distance away from the poles,
then turn around to walk back across the poles to get back to your
starting point (fig. 4.5 B).
4. When crossing the poles, stay absolutely straight without drifting to one
side. Increase the liveliness of your horse’s walk. In the labyrinth, you
want him to walk slowly and stepwise. When crossing the poles, you
want him to march out with a lively, pulsing walk.
Do not concern yourself if the horse knocks a pole or two. Many riders
think this means the horse is not paying attention. I disagree. I think most
horses would prefer not to hit their feet on wooden poles. As their
coordination and looseness increases, this bumping nearly always goes away.
First, though, the horse needs to make mistakes with consequences—hitting
the poles. Then, he will make adjustments.
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EXERCISE 39:

Therapeutic Pole Pattern
PURPOSE:

Promotes stability and activates hip musculature.

O

ccasionally used in rehabilitation programs to strengthen sacroiliac
ligaments or to repair sacroiliac strain, this ground-pole routine can be
tackled with a simple lead line and halter. The ideal arrangement is with 12foot or longer poles, but can be constructed with 8-foot poles or whatever you
have on hand. It emphasizes stability and firing of the small muscles around
the hips.
1. Place three poles parallel to each other, spaced at a distance of two
horse-lengths apart.
2. Now proceed to lead your horse in an hourglass pattern, crossing the
poles.
3. Begin at the left edge of Pole 1, and proceed to walk a diagonal line
across the other two poles (fig. 4.6 A).
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4.6 A: Sara starts by leading Star from the left edge of the
first pole toward the right edge of the last pole.
4. After you cross Pole 3, make a half-circle to the left asking the horse to
bend his body in an arc to the left (fig. 4.6 B).
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4.6 B & C: After crossing the final pole, Sara uses the
longe cavesson to flex Star’s spine in an arc to the left (B).
Maintaining a purposeful, energetic walk, Sara leads Star
once more in a diagonal line across the poles to arrive at
the starting point (C).
5. You will now be at the right edge of Pole 3.
6. Proceed to walk in a diagonal line across the other poles (fig. 4.6 C).
Make a half-circle to the right to arrive at the beginning point of the exercise.
Repeat 10 times.
In the case of rehabilitation from sacroiliac damage, set up the pattern
without raising the poles. If using the exercise as a preventive corestrengthener, raise the poles to a height of 6–8 inches.
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EXERCISE 40:

Pre-Ride Circles
PURPOSE: Mobilizes spinal joints and stimulates spinal muscles of stability.

A

common source of back pain or poor performance in riding horses is
vertebrae crowding. Without sufficient space and movement between
vertebrae, the horse’s nerve signals diminish, his spinal stabilizing muscles
atrophy, and he must use the wrong muscles to bear a rider’s weight.
Maintain space and mobility of spinal joints while also stimulating stability
muscles with this pre-ride exercise used in rehab programs.
1. Place a cone in the middle of a 6-meter circle.
2. Now proceed to ask your horse to walk the small 6-meter circle around
this cone, inviting your horse to stretch long and low. You can do this
exercise from the ground or from the saddle, as I am demonstrating in
the photographs (fig. 4.7 A).
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4.7 A: These foward-stretching circles can be performed
either from the ground or the saddle. Here, Sophia
practices them with Corazon before a training session.
3. Stretch your horse’s neck as low as he will go, the lower the better.
4. Ensure he maintains a bend through his body toward the cone every step
(fig. 4.7 B).
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4.7 B: Corazon begins to stretch his neck forward and
downward while arcing his body.
5. Keep a marching, energetic walking rhythm while bending and
stretching.
6. Practice equally in both directions, aiming for 3 to 5 revolutions of the
circle in each direction.
Do not be tempted to skip setting up the cone. Various-sized circles have
been experimented with in rehab programs and approximately 6 meters
appears to be the size that engages the deep epaxial muscles of the spine. The
geometry is critical here, which is why I recommend using a cone marker
instead of free-wheeling.
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EXERCISE 41:

The 11–Meter Circle
PURPOSE:

Encourages straightness and symmetry of movement.

F

rom the studies that have been conducted about how best to straighten a
horse that habitually travels crookedly, we know that it is useful to train
him on a circle that is small enough to create an organizing force in his body.
Basically, we need a figure that challenges him enough that he needs to make
sizable changes in his balance to negotiate it. A circle that is between 10 and
12 meters in diameter seems to be the magic size.
To bend his spine on this small arc as a quadruped, the horse needs to
draw his inside scapula back. When this applies to his dominant (or stronger)
side it allows him to travel straight. Horses that chronically bulge or lean
toward one side push that shoulder more forward. By getting him to draw it
back while in motion, we help him create symmetry of movement from the
front end back.
1. Using a longe cavesson and a 20-foot line, ask your horse to move
around you on an 11-meter circle (fig. 4.8 A).
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4.8 A: On the 11-meter circle, Sem bends clearly to the
inside of the arc, which necessitates her inside scapula to
move up and back.
2. Aim to keep a feeling of contact in the line, the same as you would with
your reins when riding. Do not let the line go slack, nor should you pull
your horse around with the rope. You are looking for an elastic,
connected feeling in the line (fig. 4.8 B).
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4.8 B: When practiced in both directions, this alleviates
asymmetry in the muscling of the front end. A longe
cavesson allows me to position Sem’s poll in the direction
of the bend without twisting her head or neck out of
alignment with her body, which would create tension and
unevenness in the effort of her hind legs.
3. You will achieve this by ensuring the horse holds the same distance
from you at every point around the circle.
4. It is most helpful to use a long stiff whip or bamboo wand that you can
direct toward areas of the horse as he loses his bend or alignment.
5. If he swerves his shoulder in toward you, extend your whip to touch his
scapula.
6. If the horse is not stepping under his body toward his midline with his
inside hind leg, direct the whip toward his flanks.
7. Keep using the whip to shape his body around the 11-meter arc.

fit tip
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When a horse is tight or restricted in his forehand, his hind legs cannot
engage. His hindquarters will be pushing against a front end that is stuck,
analogous to pushing a wheelbarrow with a flat front tire. In this case, a
horse’s musculature will become unbalanced with the hindquarters
growing overly bulky.
Slow and steady is the aim of this exercise. Until you can keep the horse
bending in rhythm at walk and jog, do not add impulsion to the trot or try to
canter. Also, do not spend excess time on this pattern as small circles, when
overdone, can strain ligaments. Stick to just 10 minutes per day.
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EXERCISE 42:

Walking Uphill Over Poles
PURPOSE:

Improves the canter and promotes limb adduction.

O

ccasionally used as a diagnostic exercise to test for functionality of
movement, this simple routine can also serve as a good rehabilitative
tool. It strengthens the extensor muscle chain and can mobilize the
lumbosacral junction. It also builds strength in the forelimbs and shoulder
girdle, helping to improve canter and limb adduction. It is not recommended
for horses currently dealing with sacral ligament injury.
1. On a gentle slope, place two poles on the ground parallel to each other
spaced 6 feet apart.
2. Lead the horse up the slope encouraging a low-neck posture (fig. 4.9 A).
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4.9 A: Siobhan leads Star up a hill over two poles. Star has
compromised her posture by sticking her neck and nose
forward, rather than pushing forward from the hindquarters.
3. Cross over the center of both poles without slowing down (fig. 4.9 B).

4.9 B: The next photo shows Star in a much better posture
with her topline round (B). She is not incorrectly using her
neck to drag her body forward as in the previous image.
4. Aim to have the horse take two big steps between the poles.
5. Descend the slope and repeat.
The setup of this exercise is flexible. You can use whatever sloped area is
accessible to you. Ideally, your sloped area will be 20–30 meters in length,
but you can certainly manage with a shorter hill than this. A gradual slope is
best; you do not want the horse scrambling or straining up the hill. A gentle
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uphill grade will activate his extensor muscles without causing him to strain.
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EXERCISE 43:

Longeing Therapy
PURPOSE:

Enhances coordination and balance.

C

ombining gait transitions, bending lines, and cavalletti, this ground
routine makes the most of any longeing session by enhancing the horse’s
coordination and balance. He has to adjust and organize himself when
crossing the poles and shifting between each circle. For this pattern, it is
better to err on the side of keeping his gaits slow and mellow rather than
creating a lot of impulsion.
1. Begin by setting up five poles on one end of your arena in a fan and
spaced for walking; arrange five poles spaced for trotting on the other
end of your arena, about 60 meters away (fig. 4.10).

4.10: It helps to practice walk-trot-stop transitions ahead of
time to make sure your horse is listening well to your cues
before tackling this groundwork routine.
2. Now ask your horse to circle around you on an approximately 20-meter
circle, crossing the walking poles.
3. Make three circles like this.
4. Walk to the middle area of the arena away from the poles and ask your
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horse to canter three circles around you.
5. Transition down to a trot and move your circle to the trotting poles on
the far end of the arena, making three circles over these poles.
6. Pick up the canter again and move back to the center of the arena for
three circles.
7. Come back to a walk, move over to the walking poles, and make three
circles over them.
8. Keep repeating this sequence for up to 10 minutes, depending on your
horse’s fitness.

fit tip
Do not be misled to think that a calm, quiet horse is the same as a
“relaxed” one. Relaxation refers to the state of positive but supple
muscular activity, an activated nervous system that is also at ease, and the
balanced state of a horse moving himself actively across the ground. Too
many of us are fooled by a horse with a quiet demeanor into thinking he
has automatically achieved this state.
This exercise has the added benefit of helping your horse tune in to your
body language and move at different rates of speed while staying focused. If,
however, he is not secure in this kind of work and becomes a little playful on
the longe line, you will need to spend time asking him to walk alongside you
on a shorter line and to change between different speeds until he becomes
settled and responsive with this. He will learn quickly to shift gears upward
and downward without becoming excitable.
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ROUTINES
to Complement Rehab Programs

D

uring the first week, practice the exercises specified for your chosen
routine below. Spend 3–5 minutes per exercise, cycling through the
list as needed for a total of 20 minutes.
During the second week, perform the exercises listed for 20 minutes
followed immediately by 10 minutes of basic cardio exercise—either riding
or longeing.
During the third week, perform 10 minutes of basic cardio before and
after your 20 minutes of exercise. In addition to following one of these
routines, your horse can have unlimited turnout time, hand-walking, or other
unstructured exercise and movement.
Create Healthy Movement Following Injury
Following any period of prescribed stall confinement from your vet,
introduce the following exercises to help your horse gain functional
movement once he is cleared to begin light work again.
Exercise 17 x 3 minutes (p. 51)
Exercise 29 x 3 backward shifts (p. 80)
Exercise 34 x 3 minutes (p. 87)
Exercise 35 x approximately 200 meters (p. 97)
Exercise 36 x 3 responses each leg (p. 99)
Exercise 42 x 4 reps (p. 109)
Exercise 45 x 10 (p. 134)
Re-Educating the “Problem” Horse

After addressing any necessary behavioral work to gain focus and
cooperation, use the combination of exercises below to help educate horses
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that become guarded about, or resistant to, using their bodies and performing,
including bucking, balking, bracing, or sourness.
Exercise 5 x 2 and 30 steps each time (p. 19)
Exercise 16 x 2 (p. 49)
Exercise 26 x 30 seconds to 2 minutes, depending on horse’s response
(p. 74)
Exercise 35 x approximately 200 meters (p. 97)
Exercise 37 x 5 (p. 101)
Exercise 38 x 5 (p. 102)
Exercise 39 x 5 (p. 103)
Exercise 49 x 3 each direction (p. 142)
Improving Movement Following Sore Feet
Especially helpful for horses making a transition to living barefoot, this
routine also helps those that are working through laminitis, white line disease,
or other hoof discomfort.
Exercise 18 x 10 (p. 53)
Exercise 24 x 2 minutes (p. 64)
Exercise 25 x 30 seconds to 2 minutes, depending on horse’s response
(p. 72)
Exercise 27 x 1 minute (p. 76)
Exercise 28 x 3 each direction (p. 78)
Exercise 46 x 3 each direction (p. 136)
Exercise 47 x 10 (p. 138)
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CHAPTER 5
Exercises and Tips to Follow Every Day

T

racking changes in your horse’s posture will help determine which
corrective exercises might be working better for you than others. This
means developing a consistent and objective way of evaluating his body,
movement, and muscular habits. With access to so much information
nowadays about the equine muscular and skeletal system, this task can get
pretty complicated. Riders can quickly feel overwhelmed. When it comes to
helping equine athletes, I always advocate for keeping the approach simple.
When riders stick to a few key concepts and goals, they are more apt to stay
on track, to see progress, and to plan for future changes.
As simple as it seems, the manner in which horses organize their bodies
when standing around the barn gives you clues about how they will feel
under saddle. I like to say that “the way they stand is the way they’ll ride.” If
they’re crooked and hollow when you groom them, they are going to be
crooked and hollow when you ride them, too.
With that in mind, the following checklist is most helpful for “reading”
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your horse on a week-by-week basis. By running through this visual list any
time you approach your horse—in the field, at the cross-ties, when he is
ridden—you will stay in tune with his postural habits. This involves staying
ahead of negative ones as well as noting good changes. Again, there are
certainly more complex and comprehensive evaluations you could use, but
for our purposes this basic checklist offers sufficient feedback about how
your horse is using his body and how he is able to move.

Posture Checklist
1. Is there balanced tone in the horse’s flexor and extensor muscle
chains?
2. Where are the horse’s hind legs?
3. Where is the horse’s head/neck?
4. Where is the horse’s torso?
Now let’s discuss each of these further.
1. Is there balanced tone in the horse’s flexor and extensor
muscle chains?
Along the top of his body, the horse has a chain of muscles generically
referred to as the “topline” that runs from his poll along his spine down to his
hamstrings. These muscles, the extensor muscle chain, propel the horse
forward across the ground. They also extend the spine, or in other words, lift
the head and neck up and out away from the hindquarters. In order for a horse
to move forward across the ground well and be able to extend his strides, he
needs development in this chain. However, it is a mistake to assume that lots
of strength in this muscle chain is always good.
The extensor muscle chain works optimally when its effort is matched by
the flexor muscle chain. This chain runs from the horse’s tongue down his
lower neck and chest along his bottom line up into his deep abdominals. It is
responsible for flexing or rounding the spine, especially for holding it in this
position when carrying a rider. Its engagement also elevates the horse’s torso
between his front legs, rather than allowing his weight and concussion to bear
down on his limbs.
Most commonly, riders try to help their horses develop a strong back to
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improve their way of moving. Adding strength to this extension chain
without equal attention to the flexion chain causes problems. It creates horses
that are heavy on the forehand and rushing, often braced against the reins or
persistently hollow. It can deepen crookedness patterns, and create horses
that feel stiff and jarring to ride. We do want our horses to have an
adequately strong back, but not strength that becomes unbalanced from
everything else.
When you observe your horse standing as well as moving, take note of
the physical development of his extensor muscle chain compared to his flexor
muscle chain. Are both unfit? Does it appear that one of them is stronger?
Are there places on either one that appear bulkier than the rest of the chain?
Look for areas that look tighter, more defined, possibly leaner or ropier in
appearance (figs. 5.1 A–C).
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5.1 A–C: Beau is entirely unfit in these photos. You can see
little tone in either the top or bottom muscle chains (A). He
shows balanced mass or flesh in both chains, but little fitness.
The purple muscle is a key area of the flexor chain to assess
for development (B). When this area is hollow or sunken in, the
horse lacks the mechanism to flex his hind legs under his body
and bear weight on his hindquarters. Some horses will show
too much strength and development in the area painted royal
blue on the neck (C). Thick wads of muscling in this top muscle
chain will create excess tension in the horse’s back and
locomotion muscles. The flexor chain will remain slack.
2. Where are the horse’s hind legs?
As their balance and symmetry improve, horses will begin to organize their
bodies better even when they are at rest in the pasture. Start noting the
position of your horse’s hind legs when he stands at the cross-ties, in the
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stable, under saddle. Does he square himself up so that his hind feet are close
together? Or does he often stand with one hind leg out behind his body? Are
his hind feet underneath his body like pillars or pushed out behind his pelvis?
Ideally, a plumb line dropped from his sacrum will intersect the toes of his
hind feet (figs. 5.2 A–C).

5.2 A: Sem stands with her right leg behind her. A plumb line
dropped down from her sacrum would not intersect both hind
hooves, only her left one.
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5.2 B & C: A plumb line from Beau’s sacrum would not
intersect his feet, either. He stands with his hind legs pushed
out behind him (B). Even in a playful moment on the beach,
Corazon’s natural tendency is to stand with his hind legs drawn
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under himself (C).
3. Where are the horse’s head and neck?
The “attitude” and natural positioning of a horse’s neck can tell you a lot
about the rest of his body. If he is tense in his neck much of the time, for
instance, his back and shoulders will also be tight and rigid. If he likes to
stand around with his neck high above his withers, this nearly always
indicates that his flexion muscles are slack. If, on the other hand, he stands in
the field with his neck lowered below his chest, it can sometimes indicate
discomfort in his hindquarters as he tries to pull weight away from them.

fit tip
Seamless transitions between flexion and extension muscle patterns are
the true test of balance and strength in the athlete. Be careful not to ride
your horse in a single frame/posture for prolonged periods of time. Aim to
make his topline adjustable like an accordion, transitioning between a
rounder and higher frame and a lower/longer frame. This will ensure he
does not become overdeveloped in a particular posture, which eventually
leads to muscle overuse and imbalance.
A horse can only move as well as he is predisposed to, given the current
state and patterns of his muscular skeletal system. His head and neck offer
numerous clues about these (figs. 5.3 A–C). Observe where your horse
prefers to position his head and neck without a rider or handler’s influence. Is
he high-headed, or low in his neck? Does he often twist his head to one side
or stand around with his poll slightly turned one way?
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5.3 A–C: Sem’s preferred positioning of head and neck is a
little high and tense. You can see her postural habit is to push
her neck and head out in front of her away from her body,
indicating she prefers to use it as a balancing rod, or a “fifth
leg.” This can translate to heavy movement on the forehand
(A). Corazon shows his natural neck posture to be arched and
at a neutral elevation, neither braced upward nor carried low
toward the ground (B). I’m not influencing Corazon’s posture,
so we can see his preferred neck carriage is lower and more
relaxed than Sem’s. His chosen posture is to carry his neck in
a nice neutral zone, parallel with the ground (C).
4. Where is the horse’s torso?
Like humans, horses that lack muscling and engagement in their cores are not
capable of efficient and comfortable movement. In order to move with correct
alignment and less strain on his joints, a horse needs to contract the muscles
surrounding his abdomen, pelvis, and chest. You can think of—and observe
— this as positive tension in the hammock that suspends his body mass
between his legs. Until they develop this habit, most horses allow the trunk of
their body to sink down with gravity. Their torso sags from their spine,
burdening the scapula and hollowing their back. When you observe your
horse, notice if his bottom line appears toned and lifted, or if it appears to
bulge and stretch downward. Visually, a line drawn along his belly from
elbow to stifle should appear shorter than one drawn from his withers to
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sacrum (figs. 5.4; 5.5 A & B; 5.6 A & B).

5.4: Star shows you that her natural posture is to push her
torso toward the ground, letting it drop between her shoulder
blades rather than lifting her back and keeping her torso
suspended and floating upward. Here, you can observe that a
line drawn from her elbow to her stifle along the bottom of her
barrel appears longer than one drawn along the top of her body
from sacrum to withers.
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5.5 A & B: Compare these two photos of Sem. Notice in Photo
B, as I have asked Sem to round her topline and engage her
postural muscles, her torso appears more lifted upward. She
has shifted weight toward her rear legs, and you can see less
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of her chest pushing forward ahead of her. Her torso has
shifted rearward rather than shoving weight forward on her
front legs.

5.6 A & B: Compare the two photos of Beau. In Photo A you
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see a natural lack of engagement through his core, which you
observe by the pink line painted along his abdominals drooping
toward the ground. Contrast this with how taut or pulled upward
that same pink line looks in Photo B as I ask Beau to engage
his core during a dynamic stretch. You can also observe a
lifting upward of his back in the region where the green and
blue paint meets. His whole trunk has lifted up.
Evaluate the photos in figures 5.7–5.10, using the four-point checklist I
just described, to practice getting a “quick read” of a horse’s posture.

5.7: There appears to be equal, though undeveloped, tone in
the top and bottom muscle chains; the hind legs are pushed
out behind; the head and neck are high and tense; the torso is
dropped and not engaged.
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5.8: There is good tone in both top and bottom muscle chains;
the hind legs are mostly under the horse’s mass with the right
hind leg slightly behind; the head and neck are nicely arched
but with some slight tension apparent in neck muscling; the
torso is lifted and engaged.

5.9: There is insufficient tone in the top and bottom muscle
chains (that is, the horse shows well-developed gluteal and
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hamstring muscles, as well as tensor fascia, but lacks tone in
abdominals and neck muscling); the hind legs are nicely
engaged under his mass as he stops on this downward slope;
the head and neck are in a neutral posture, neither excessively
high or low, but also not ideally arched; the torso is moderately
lifted and engaged.

5.10: Here you see ample development in both top and bottom
muscle chains but with excess strength and tension observable
in hamstrings, gluteals, and mid-neck (seen as areas of bulgy
or lumpy muscling); the hind legs are mostly engaged under
the body with the left hind less so; the head and neck show a
strong preference for pushing/bracing out ahead of the body;
the torso is disengaged (a line drawn from the horse’s elbow to
his hind legs would be longer than one drawn from the withers
to the sacrum).

Use a Fitness Test for Assessment of Conditioning
Many gait abnormalities or faulty performances arise from lack of overall
fitness. Before trying to diagnose where or how any horse’s movement might
be dysfunctional, it is crucial to first gain a baseline of good physical
condition, with the obvious exception being when injury is present. Gauging
a horse’s fitness by general impressions is usually not accurate. Relying
instead on a standardized test will provide you clear measurable results.
A useful rule of thumb is to perform a fitness test every 6–8 weeks. This
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will help you stick to your plans and timelines, which is when progress
happens.
Under the same environmental and footing conditions, evaluate sweating
response, respiration, coordination, and energy levels after exerting a
prescribed routine of exertion. Individualized fitness tests can be sport
specific and your vet might be able to help tailor your horse’s. To begin, what
I’ve laid out here is a good basic assessment to measure the fitness of most
arena-ridden horses. It offers you a productive place to start as you develop a
habit of tracking your horse’s fitness with measurable tests.
The first rule: use a watch. Do not rely on estimations of time for each
step of the test. If you have access to a heart-rate monitor for your horse, use
it. At no time during this test should his heart rate get above 130 beats per
minute. At the end of your test, after a rest, his heart rate should be down to
60 beats per minute. If it isn’t, this is your indication that the test was
stressful for him. Your regular workouts, therefore, should be quite a bit less
difficult than the material in this test. You should plan to retest him every 6–8
weeks, with the goal of seeing improvements. In other words, the test should
stress him less and less each time you do it. This will give you accurate
feedback on how difficult—or easy—he finds this test. You can then assess
where he lies on a fitness spectrum.
This fitness test is designed for horses that have been in regular work (3–
4 days a week for 3 months) at the time of first performing it.
1. Execute a warm-up as follows: 5 minutes of loosening up while riding
the horse at a walk on a long rein all over the arena. Then, warm up his
body by executing equal amounts of working trot and canter on 20meter circles and straight lines for 8 minutes.
2. Now go immediately to the workout (do not pause or take a walk break
here): ride 2 minutes of trotting serpentines. This should be done with a
lively trot and asking the horse to bend his body on the curved lines.
3. Now immediately canter for 2 minutes, one minute on each lead. While
cantering, ask your horse to get a bit more collected in the corners and
short ends of the arena, then extend his gait down the long sides. Do this
in both directions until your 2 minutes is completed.
4. Then, perform 5 minutes of trotting over ground poles. For your
purposes here, set up five ground poles in a row, spaced approximately
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3½ feet apart or the distance of your horse’s trot stride. Arrange them in
an arc or fan shape on the perimeter of a 15-meter circle. Be sure to ride
an equal duration of time in each direction of the circle.
5. After this, ride 2 sets of trot-canter-trot transitions in each direction.
(Spend approximately 20 strides in each gait prior to transitioning to the
next.)
6. Now walk and observe your horse. After walking for 3 minutes,
dismount and take horse’s heart rate. His resting heart rate should be at
or below 60 beats per minute. Compare to previous execution of fitness
tests. Each time you do your fitness test, the horse’s heart rate should
drop more quickly after exercise. It may also begin to drop lower (which
is what you hope for!) than his former “resting rate” after exercise.
For successful assessment of fitness, you’ll want to monitor other
feedback besides the horse’s heart rate, although that is perhaps the most
important bit of data you will collect. You also want to assess his energy
levels from start to finish; his respiratory rate (which should be around 20
breaths per minutes after 3 minutes of walking/ cooling down); and his
coordination (did he trip or stumble? Did his gaits stay springy or did his
strides get flat and unanimated?).
Also make note of where and how much he sweated. Monitor if this is
any different from last time you did the fitness test. Lastly, observe how he
seems. Following this test, he should—if he is in moderate fitness—be perky
and plenty eager to do lots more riding that day.

General Training Tips to Prevent Poor Posture
Is He Breathing?
Researchers have shown in recent years how much a horse’s quality of gaits,
and consequently his balance and comfort, relies on trunk rotation. Like a
barrel suspended by strapping between his shoulder blades, the thorax springs
a fair amount up and down, as well as rotates side to side during movement.
When this cannot occur during locomotion in the case of a tense horse
holding in air, the intercostal muscles tighten and the body becomes rigid. If
the trunk does not rotate, especially in turns or circles, the inside hip has no
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room to lower and move forward. The hind legs push out behind. The long
back muscles tighten in an effort to organize this stiff, disengaged body. In
other words, more tension arises to fix the problem of tension. There is no
physical way to put this horse through movements in a way that produces
harmonious, healthy gaits.
Especially when young or unbalanced horses hold their breath in the
canter, they can become disorganized and uncomfortable to ride. The rider
will have the feeling that she cannot sit down deeply in the saddle, or that the
horse is careening around without a steady rhythm. Any horse that is not
swallowing, exhaling, and relaxing his breathing apparatus will only be
capable of stiff, hurried strides.
The solution to these kinds of scenarios differs with the individual nature
of each horse. But the point is to prioritize good quality breathing as a main
focus before trying to make progress in other areas of training. For some
horses, a longer period of walking around on loose reins before going to work
will induce them to exhale, blow out through their noses, and release their rib
cages. For other more anxious types, it can be helpful to work them for a
short intense bout of effort, such as cantering for 90 seconds, then allow them
to stop and stretch their necks down and exhale. If they continue to hold their
air in when you stop, repeat the work bout.
Sometimes you need to repeat this sequence a few times, making the
work effort hard followed by the brief cessation and offer to release tension.
By doing this, you can stimulate a good breathing response. Other horses
benefit from specific bodywork therapies before a ride to stimulate relaxation
through their thorax.
Find what works for your horse and be consistent. As a general rule, a
horse should exhale and blow out through his nose within the first five
minutes of your session, and continue to do so regularly during the remainder
of your ride. When this is not the case, pay attention because it means he is
holding in his air. Good training begins with his breathing and his state of
mind toward the current exercises.
Limit Discipline-Specific Training
Resisting the temptation to school your chosen discipline daily is possibly
one of the best preventions for compromised movement and posture.
Repetitive motions cause problems. Due to chronic contraction, muscle fibers
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will glue together to form adhesions or restricted knots. These areas lose their
smooth glide against other surrounding tissues and begin pulling or snagging
at them. These adhesions, or small blockages, also interrupt nerve signals,
which eventually leads to poor muscle function.
Discomfort is the body’s way of bolstering itself from breakdown. It
quickly limits range of motion and tissue pliability in order to protect the
overall system. While this response is positive in terms of preventing injury,
it disrupts patterns.
Another consideration of repetitive motion is that joints adapt to a
particular, or narrow, range of motion if that is all they perform consistently.
As an analogy, when a person routinely practices the same form of squats
every day, her knees, ankles, and hips only store the signals for that
movement. Motions requiring a greater or lesser joint angle, or lateral
stability, will be clumsy or occur with excess muscle tension due to
insufficient neuromotor input.
Horses in demanding sports like dressage should limit their disciplinespecific training to three days per week. Basic cardiovascular conditioning
and cross-training should comprise the other days in the schedule. This is the
surest formula for creating athletes with fluid, healthy movement.
Everything Is an Interval
Mother Nature designed horses to move around the countryside in short
bursts of energy. They are far less suited for maintaining muscular effort in
static postures, such as holding their neck in a certain position or keeping
their hindquarters actively tucked. When their muscles have to hold
contractions for a length of time beyond a few moments, metabolic waste
accumulates in their fibers. As excess fluid is forced into the connective
tissue, pressure builds on the nerve endings, which produces stiffness and
pain.
Any exercise, whether it is a gymnastic workout or a dressage lesson,
should be undertaken as a series of intervals. A general rule of thumb is to
ride the horse in a desired body frame, or practice a skillset, for three to five
minutes at a time, and take a short break before resuming. A break is defined
as allowing the horse to travel in a different, more elongated frame, and
ceasing the present exercise for one to two minutes. This allows the horse to
alternate between muscular contraction and relaxation, which promotes blood
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and lymph circulation while clearing out metabolic waste before it causes
problems.
Too many riders who are short on time make the mistake of riding their
horses in the same frame for 20 or more minutes at a time, or they get caught
up drilling the same exercise for over 10 minutes. Remember that these
scenarios ask for a type of muscular effort for which the horse’s fibers were
not designed. The outcome: reduced circulation, stiffness, and the rearranging
of neuromotor signals, causing excess tightness.
Vary Your Training Intensity: Easy, Moderate, Hard
When a horse trains at the same intensity level daily, his performance will
eventually suffer. For a host of reasons, it is crucial to vary the level of his
work effort throughout any week, with some days being easy and others
being difficult to the point of fatigue.
Horses are impressively suited for metabolic adaptations to exercise. As
they become fitter, the body finds more efficient ways to generate the same
movements. What this efficiency means is that frequently used muscle
patterns will happen by recruiting fewer and fewer fibers to get the job done.
In other words, muscle contractions become less forceful or less refined,
altering movement.
Some physiologists refer to this as the nervous system dulling in response
to overly drilled movements. To keep muscle contractions sharply tuned, a
body responds best to varied expenditures of effort day to day. To use human
analogies, think of how an athlete trains for a chosen discipline. She does not
run or lift weights at the same intensity level and time period every day.
Some days are easy running miles, others days are harder sprints or heavy
weightlifting; her week is varied in its demand on her body. Likewise, our
horses respond best to that same variation.
Follow this daily sequence for your workouts: easy, moderate, hard. Start
each week with an easy session, progress to a moderately hard one the next
day, and do a hard one the third day. If you ride more than three days per
week, simply begin the sequence over starting with an easy session on day
four.
When Building, Double Up
During phases of building fitness, duration and intensity of workouts should
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never be increased together. Riders should increase only one of these at a
time, allow for a two- or three-week period of adaptation, and then increase
the other. For most performance horses outside disciplines requiring
anaerobic effort, adding duration versus intensity to workouts is the right
formula to avoid muscle strain and imbalance.
Even more beneficial than lengthening the duration of daily workouts is
to add one or two days per week where the horse receives two easy to
moderate workouts of equal duration within the same day. Doubling up
workouts like this prevents working the horse within a single session past
fatigue, where nerve signals and nourishment to muscles is reduced. It also
serves to flush out metabolic waste in the soft tissues that accumulates about
two hours after the horse cools down from his initial workout. Some of these
waste substances are picked up and used to fuel muscle contractions during
the second workout; the body becomes more efficient at flushing out these
byproducts of exercise that otherwise cause stiffness by reducing circulation.
As mentioned, never add intensity and duration of exercise
simultaneously when increasing a horse’s training load. Always try to add
small increments of duration rather than making sessions more intense, and
where possible use double sessions a couple times weekly. Any horse’s body
will respond favorably to extra exercise with this formula.
Use Different Seat Options
Whether a rider sits or rises when trotting contributes to patterns forming in
the horse’s back. The sitting trot has an overall extending effect on the back
and neck, or an opening of the vertebrae. The forces of rising trot,
meanwhile, have variable effects on the back as a rider loads and unloads her
seat through a stride cycle. Rising trot produces more flexion in the spine,
especially in the lower cervical vertebrae. This leads to a lower neck carriage
and the back cycling through flexion-extension patterns within each stride.
Riders who predominantly sit the trot—high level dressage riders and
many Western riders—can misguide their horses to habituate patterns of
extending their spines. To maintain full range of motion, riders should
alternate between sitting and posting the trot during every session. Otherwise
the back can become locked in a particular pattern during locomotion, either
overly extended or flexed.
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Plenty of Straight Lines
Gait abnormalities, and sometimes lameness, can crop up when a horse is
asked to perform too many repetitive circles. This can happen with repetitive
dressage schooling and hours of 20-meter circles, or too much longeing. Most
horses are naturally asymmetrical, meaning one hind leg is going to be
weaker than the other. That asymmetry creates a shorter stride on the weak
hind leg as the horse has to travel endlessly around a circle. Soon, the
musculature adapts to this irregularity in the footfall. The horse loses the
ability to push equally from both hind legs and ends up with an arrhythmic
gait.

fit tip
Don’t blame the last thing you did. When your horse gets sore or sustains
an injury, it is usually not the result of the most recent activity you
undertook. Remember that soft tissues can be compromised (tight,
restricted, in spasm) for a while before they reach a “breaking point.”
Generally, conditions that seem “acute” are actually the result of a buildup
of incorrect muscle use, or training at the wrong intensity levels.
Even when it is necessary to school a lot of circles, be sure to interrupt
them with plenty of straight lines. Not only do the straight lines refresh his
energy and keep him moving freely forward but they promote an equal
swinging motion of both hind legs. This way you’ll be sure not to build
muscle around a gait abnormality. A good rule of thumb is to ride or longe no
more than three circles at once before moving straight forward for a segment.
You can repeat this sequence; just be sure to keep interspersing the straight
lines.
A Horizontal Balance
When developing a young horse’s posture, or trying to change an older
horse’s gaits, avoid working in an elevated head/neck position. Riding with a
high head and neck position at this point will cause the nuchal ligament of the
neck and spinous ligaments of the back to go slack. This means the skeleton
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is not supported during locomotion. Instead, a neck that is reaching forward
from the height of the withers engages these ligaments to correctly support
the skeleton so the big muscle groups of the back, trunk, and hindquarters are
freed for locomotion. When the ligaments are performing their role, correct
muscle development proceeds swiftly.
Likewise, many stifle problems can be avoided by schooling more in a
horizontal posture rather than a falsely “uphill” one. When the pelvic
ligaments are not properly recruited, the hindquarters struggle with instability
in their connection to the spine. The muscles that support the stifle then
cannot perform their role well.
Physical Benefits of Canter and Gallop
Galloping offers one of the most generally therapeutic exercises for a riding
horse. It can release tension and stiffness in the horse’s back and hindquarters
sometimes more effectively than bodywork and stretches combined. The
classical masters of dressage often advised riders to take their horses for a
brisk canter across the fields weekly. As access to open land for this has
shrunk and the tendency to specialize in disciplines without consistently
cross-training has grown, many arena riders forsake galloping. By doing so,
they miss one of the simplest tools to keep their horse tuned up with full, free
range of motion.
Misunderstood nowadays as something that only applies to racehorses
and event horses, galloping often fails to exist within the domain of most
arena and recreational riders. And yet it helps cure rhythm irregularity in the
gaits, a hollow back, and one-sidedness. Defined most basically as cantering
at a quick rate of speed with a clear moment of suspension where all four feet
leave the ground each stride, galloping does not need to be an all-out, whiteknuckled affair as some wary dressage riders fear. It just needs to be a brisk
version of cantering without holding the horse tight with the reins.
Compared to other gaits, the horse at a gallop recruits and pushes himself
forward with more powerful contractions of his back muscles. Due to the
phase of suspension each stride as the horse bounds over the ground, these
forceful contractions are followed quickly by relaxation of these fibers. These
clear contraction-relaxation cycles prevent the tension or stiffening of his
long back muscles often created by other work. During canter, the spine
flexes and extends the most of any gait.
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As both hind legs swing forward each stride, the pelvis flexes maximally.
When it does not need to stabilize any grounded limbs—necessary in walk,
trot, and gaited-horse gaits—the lumbosacral junction can flex more. As the
horse gallops and swings both hind legs forward simultaneously, he tucks his
pelvis, restoring mobility to vertebral joints. Done repeatedly, this stimulates
the lumbar region and eases rigidity from those muscle chains. It also
promotes good communication and looseness between the attachment of the
gluteal muscle group and the back muscles, a delicate area prone to excess
tension.
At a gallop, muscles contract faster than at other gaits, which can result in
improved neurologic responses to other exercise. Horses that are able to
canter briskly for a period each week, whether out in the field or around an
arena, maintain better symmetry in the activation of their hind legs and more
freedom through their back.
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EXERCISE 44:

Zigzag Poles
PURPOSE:

Enhances proprioception.

A

zigzag of poles is a pattern that can be left set up somewhere on your
property and ridden regularly to enhance your horse’s proprioception.
By asking the horse to vary his stride lengths negotiating the poles, it works
by interrupting habituated movements, most notably any gymnastic muscles
that might be playing a compensatory stabilizing role. This exercise works
best with poles that are at least 12 feet in length or longer.
1. Arrange four poles on the ground forming a pattern that looks like an
enlarged letter “W” (fig. 5.11).

5.11: Configure the poles to allow only space enough for
the horse to place a single foot at the narrow “points” of the
figure.
2. Begin by walking or trotting over the far left side of the pole pattern.
3. Loop around and come back toward the poles.
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4. This time, ride over the middle of the poles.
5. Then loop around again and this time, ride over the far right side of the
poles.
6. Continue varying your line of travel like this and get your horse to adjust
his strides as he steps between the narrow points of your zigzag versus
the wider sections.
This exercise has a lot of flexibility in terms of the spacing between the
poles in your zigzag. You can squeeze them tighter together for a more
compressed zigzag, or pull them apart to form a wider and more open zigzag.
Alternatively, you can compress just one side of the zigzag and leave the
other side more open. The point here is to create a pattern that visually and
physically has changing spaces for the horse to negotiate with his strides. In
this sense, there is no “right” or “wrong” way to execute it.
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EXERCISE 45:

Walking High Uneven Poles
PURPOSE:

Conditions muscles around the pelvis and spine.

I

n order to carry more of his weight on his haunches and less on the front
limbs, the horse needs to have a stable pelvis. Only then can his trunk
elevate as necessary between his scapulae and shift his weight rearward. In
cases where his multifidi have atrophied or weakened, his pelvis and spine
will be unsupported and wobbly in these attempts. Exercises like the
following can condition these areas to improve overall movement.
1. Place three or four poles parallel to each other spaced about two-and-ahalf feet apart.
2. Using a fence railing on one side and blocks or risers on the other, raise
alternating ends of each pole, so that on one pole the left side is raised
high and on the next pole the right side is raised, and so on. Raise the
ends to nearly the height of the horse’s chest, or at least his knees (fig.
5.12 A).
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5.12 A: A variety of materials can be used to set up this
exercise. A fence can often serve to raise the poles on one
side, while cavalletti blocks, buckets, or other creative
objects are placed on the other end.
3. Lead or ride the horse carefully over the center of the poles (fig. 5.12 B).
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5.12 B: Beau focuses on careful foot placement and shows
good engagement of his trunk, lifting his back to cross the
poles.

fit tip
The tail carriage is symptomatic of the state of a horse’s back. The tail
should swing in rhythm with the movements of the hind limbs. A tail that
hangs limp indicates slack back muscles; a tightly held down tail is a sign
of overall stiffness.
Obviously, it is critical in this exercise to have your horse’s full attention.
You need him to step slowly and methodically over each pole. If he balks,
give him time to inspect things. You can always begin by crossing just a
single pole raised high to start.
Observe how your horse flexes his hind legs when bringing them over the
poles. If he tends to point his foot behind him and tilt his pelvis rearward
instead of tucking his pelvis and stepping well forward toward his front feet,
start with fewer poles. You don’t want the horse “flinging” himself over the
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poles, but instead coiling his loins and taking a big step forward with his hind
foot.
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EXERCISE 46:

Giravolta
PURPOSE:

Releases tension from the muscles of the topline.

D

efined as to spin or to twirl, this classical dressage exercise helps release
tension from the horse’s extensor muscle chain by creating a gentle pull
on the fascia that interconnects his hindquarter muscles. As the horse crosses
his hind legs, he creates traction in the fascia, teasing out areas of limited
mobility. This exercise differs from a standard turn-on-the-forehand by its
insistence that the front feet continue to step rhythmically up and down rather
than plant in place.
1. From a lively working walk, apply a series of half-halts to diminish
forward travel until you arrive at a walk that feels like you are walking
in place (fig. 5.13 A).
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5.13 A: As I shorten Sem’s steps, I give a half-halt on the
outside rein and begin to apply more pressure with left leg
and seat bone to initiate her hindquarters yielding
sideways.
2. Now ask the horse to cease forward motion and step his hindquarters
around his forehand (fig. 5.13 B).
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5.13 B & C: Sem responds to my aids to cease forward
movement and instead to yield her hindquarters to the right
(B). Sem continues to cross her back legs while her front
feet march in place (C).
3. Keep the front feet stepping up and down with a slight forward
momentum. Avoid the horse planting his front feet and pivoting around
them (fig. 5.13 C).
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4. Be sure the horse crosses his hind legs completely, so that if viewed
from behind, each step would create an “X.”
In order to do this movement and continue to step in place with the front
feet, the horse must elevate the base of his neck rather than push it forward
onto the forehand. Practicing this frequently enables him to increase range of
motion in his scapulae as well as produce the reflexive actions of lifting this
base and increasing load on his hindquarters.
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EXERCISE 47:

Uneven Poles
PURPOSE: Develops symmetry and encourages equal use of both hind legs.

T

his routine helps develop symmetry in how the horse carries himself,
particularly using his hind legs. By raising alternating ends of the trot
poles, the exercise encourages an equal force output from both hind legs. It
achieves this by the pole spacing and height appearing almost random or
jumbled (rather than neatly placed poles all at the same position), which
requires brain-body communication that helps wire new patterns.
1. Place five or six poles on the ground spaced approximately 4 feet apart,
or the length of your horse’s average trot stride.
2. Use blocks or risers to lift alternating ends of each pole 6–12 inches off
the ground. For instance, raise the left end of the first pole, the right end
of the second pole, and so on.
3. Now proceed to ride your horse (or longe him) in working trot over the
direct center of the poles (figs. 5.14 A & B).
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5.14 A: Prepare your horse to ride over the poles by
ensuring that he is carrying himself in balance, in a steady
rhythm, and that you are sitting tall.
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5.14 B: I support Sem with a little hug from my legs while I
think about keeping a steady rein contact and looking up,
not down at the poles.
4. After several repetitions crossing the center of the poles, vary the routine
by riding several times over both left and right edges of the poles.
Remember: the purpose of this exercise is not to cross the poles
flawlessly without hitting them. It is about creating changes in how your
horse moves. To this end, he will likely knock a few poles, maybe even tip
over the risers a few times, and this is all fine. If, however, he is hitting more
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than two poles each time over the pattern, you will want to begin by using
just three poles set up in this arrangement rather than the recommended five
or six. Build up from there.
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EXERCISE 48:

Poles with a Blank Space
PURPOSE:

Tests movement memory and improves way of going.

B

y leaving open spaces in a sequence of ground poles, you test whether a
horse has adopted in his movement memory the regularity, cadence, and
symmetry that poles create. Through strategically removing poles, you help
him become more self-reliant for these outcomes. In this exercise, you set
him up to move as well as he does over poles but without the dependence of a
pole at every stride.
1. Place six to eight poles on the ground spaced approximately 4 feet apart,
or the distance of your horse’s average trot stride (fig. 5.15 A).

5.15 A: Arrange a series of poles for your horse’s average
trot’s stride length, normally a little less than 4 feet apart.
2. Now remove Pole 5 (or Pole 7) in the line, leaving a blank space (fig.
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5.15 B).

5.15 B & C: Leave a “blank space” where Pole 5 should be
(here occupied by a very helpful friend!) to test the horse’s
ability to measure and regulate his own stride in selfcarriage (B). Here Poles 2 and 5 have been removed (C).
3. Proceed in working trot under saddle, or with the horse on a longe line,
over the poles.
4. In the blank space, be sure to ride just two trot strides, not more. Ride
with the expectation to get the same loft and springiness as if you were
riding over an actual pole there.
5. After a few successful repetitions, now remove Pole 2 as well (fig. 5.15
C).
6. Ride several repetitions with this sequence.
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As I’ve cautioned before with various ground-pole routines, do not be
overly concerned when your horse knocks some of the poles or initially
fumbles with his balance. The purpose of these kinds of exercises is to
interrupt his habituated stride patterns and cause him to create adjustments in
balance that become part of his overall performance. A little fumbling often
yields very positive results.
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EXERCISE 49:

The Two-Part Turn
(Contributed by Rachel Ory)
PURPOSE:

Resolves habitual bracing and teaches the horse to shift his
balance.

B

y encouraging maneuverability in front and hind ends simultaneously,
this exercise helps the horse learn to shift balance—both lateral and
longitudinal—efficiently, in addition to gaining good neuromuscular control.
It resolves a horse’s bracing habits, and also guides him step by step to carry
weight on his hindquarters. First you move the hindquarters sideways; then
you immediately move the front legs sideways.
1. Start by riding a small circle with light rein contact in a walk.
2. Now ask the horse to step his hindquarters over and away from your
inside leg, so that his hind legs follow a slightly larger circle
circumference than his front legs (fig. 5.16 A).
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5.16 A & B: From a small circle, I increase my inside leg
and seat-bone pressure, asking Diamante to yield his
hindquarters outside the circle (A). Diamante now begins to
make a turn-on-the-forehand, which I ask him to do for a
few steps (B).
3. Take two or three strides like this (fig. 5.16 B).
4. Now apply a half-halt to shift the horse’s weight back on his
hindquarters and encourage him with your outside leg to take two steps
over toward the center of your circle with his front feet (fig. 5.16 C).
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5.16 C & D: As we ride turn-on-the-forehand, I ensure I
maintain contact with my outside rein. Now I give a half-halt
on my outside rein, bring it against his neck, and apply my
outside leg to ride immediately a turn-on-the-haunches (C).
Here, you see Diamante responding to my shifting weight
on his hindquarters and beginning to step sideways with
his front end. Diamante completes the second part of the
Two-Part Turn—the turn-on-the-haunches (D).
5. This step should feel like a small pirouette (fig. 5.16 D).

fit tip
If a horse’s mouth and tongue are restricted by a tight noseband, excessive
rein pressure, or ill-fitting bit, he cannot relax his bottom neck muscles
adequately. If he cannot relax through these muscles, he cannot breathe
fully and take in the oxygen needed to supply his muscles. Despite a
rider’s best attempts, the horse’s musculature will not improve. Better
muscles come through relaxation, tongue freedom, and the ability to
swallow and salivate.
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The most common correction for this exercise is to make sure the horse is
walking with enough energy, not plodding along. This energy will help him
flow through the exercise smoothly. Once the footwork is well established,
you don’t need as much energy. The horse should remain bent to the same
degree throughout the entire exercise. You may have to make adjustments
while in motion if your horse starts to over-bend or counter-bend. If the
exercise falls apart—your horse freezes up or counter-bends—return to riding
a 10-meter circle and ensure you can maintain bend and energy before
approaching the turn again.
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EXERCISE 50:

Ride a Ditch
PURPOSE:

Improves symmetry, carrying power, and range of motion.

T

he eccentric muscle contractions of negotiating downhill terrain followed
in rapid succession by quick uphill strides create numerous efforts in the
body. Using a ditch (or a short downgrade followed immediately by a short,
steep, upward pitch) to ride across primarily increases flexion in the hind
joints. As the horse bends deeply with both hind legs, he improves carrying
power of both while lessening asymmetry. He also mobilizes his lumbosacral
junction, an area prone to tightness. The short uphill burst immediately across
the ditch then requires the horse to push his scapulae back, increasing range
of motion in the same way strong galloping strides do.
1. Locate a ditch to ride across that ideally drops down a small bank, levels
out for one stride, and then rises up the opposite bank. A good size ditch
is one that requires the horse to descend four to six steps, and an equal
number to climb up the other side.
2. Proceed by riding your horse in a walk across the ditch (fig. 5.17 A).
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5.17 A–C: Star walks carefully down the slope, keeping her
weight shifted to the rear for balance (A). At the bottom of
the ditch, Star has one or two strides of neutral balance,
like when a teeter-totter is briefly level (B). Immediately, we
ride up the opposite slope, where Star’s scapulae need to
rotate back with greater range of motion similar to
cantering (C).
3. Maintain a light contact with the reins. You do want him to be
unconstrained in his posture, but not totally without good posture. Avoid
loose reins with the horse meandering about.
4. Keep him absolutely straight as though between two railroad ties (fig.
5.17 B). Most horses will try to shift their hindquarters to one side; this
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is unequal use of his hind legs!
5. Be sure to keep his rhythm measured and consistent throughout. Do not
allow him to charge up the bank. His footfall should be steady and
unchanging (fig. 5.17 C).
6. Repeat riding across the ditch 5–10 times.
Several other terrain areas can be used if you lack access to something
like a ditch or a drainage canal. Often, you can use the bank near an outdoor
arena or a pond. I have even had students ride their horses up on top of a big
wooden pedestal (built for just this purpose) and immediately down off the
other side to emulate the desired effects of a ditch. Feel free to be creative, so
long as you are finding ways to follow short downhill strides quickly by
uphill ones.
Do not be tempted to think that in the case of the width of the ditch or the
length of the downhill or uphill that “more is better.” The purpose of this
exercise is that the horse to some degree mimics a teeter-totter. He shifts
weight quickly from front end to hind end. Longer downhills and uphills,
while indeed beneficial, create different responses in the body. The ditch is
about weight shift and propulsion, not about sustained uphill or downhill
efforts.
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EXERCISE 51:

Gearing Up to Gallop
PURPOSE:

Builds rider confidence and horse control.

F

or those who are wary of their horse’s behavior when encouraged to
canter quickly or have other concerns such as the horse tripping, getting
fatigued, or not steering very well, I recommend the following exercise.
While your horse will not be receiving the same benefits of a prolonged
canter bout, you will lay a good foundation to get there soon. It is intended
for the comfy confines of an arena or large enclosed area.
1. Shorten your stirrups by one or two holes. This helps you ride in a
lighter seat up off the horse’s back (fig. 5.18 A).
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5.18 A & B: For riders new to galloping, begin in an
enclosed area allowing your horse slightly longer reins and
get up off his back (A). Once you get comfortable with
faster “gears,” aim to loosen the reins and get the horse
really freed up (B).
2. After a normal warm-up, strike off in a canter.
3. Now come up in a half-seat, lighten the reins, and encourage the horse to
move a little faster (fig. 5.18 B).
4. Try to travel around 10 miles per hour, not faster or slower. This is not
an out-of-control speed, just a brisk effort.
5. Continue around the perimeter of the arena or on a very large circle (no
smaller than 40 meters) for 30 seconds.
6. Take a short break by jogging around for 30 seconds.
7. Repeat this four times.
Once horses learn that galloping involves a fair amount of sustained
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work, it ceases to be thrilling. Horses that are initially excited or reactive
about the freedom of galloping learn that it is just another part of their
workweek, but you must help them get over that initial hurdle.
Do use a watch in this exercise. Many riders do not know what 30
seconds of galloping feels like and are prone to quit after a much shorter
time! Be sure to go at least 30 seconds, or longer, each canter bout. This is
the time you will need for the horse to settle into his strides for the right
physiological response.
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EXERCISE 52:

Canter Poles for Adjusting Strides
PURPOSE:

Promotes flexion, extension, and relaxation of the back.

C

antering over two ground poles set at a distance of five strides allows
riders to add or subtract strides between them. The poles increase
flexion and extension of the lumbosacral junction and promote relaxation
through the back. It can serve as a rehabilitative exercise for horses with a
history of back soreness or previous injury. Having a targeted number of
strides offers an organizing element to the speed of the exercise.
1. Place two poles raised 8 inches high in a straight line, spaced
approximately 50 feet apart (fig. 5.19). For an average horse moving in a
moderate canter speed, this will be the distance for five strides.

5.19: The poles serve more as a focal point and a small
boost of engagement for the horse’s stride, rather than a
jump. Some horses and riders will first need to get
comfortable cantering over the poles before focusing on
counting strides.
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2. Begin by riding in a working canter over both poles, and adjust their
spacing if needed.
3. After crossing over the poles twice in a regular working canter, increase
your speed.
4. Now, try to ride just four strides between the poles.
5. Maintain a straight line to cross over the center point of each pole; don’t
compromise accuracy for speed.
A height of 8 inches is sufficient for the gymnastic benefits of this
routine. Do not be tempted to think that raising the poles higher will
somehow be more beneficial. The emphasis here is form and rhythm, not to
see how high the horse can jump or how exhilarating this can be for the rider.
If raised canter poles is intimidating for some riders, or you lack the blocks to
raise them, you will still gain from this exercise by leaving the poles flat on
the ground.
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EXERCISE 53:

Turns and Straights
PURPOSE:

Frees up the rib cage.

I

f you have access to a track of any size, use it! After reading descriptions
from the old dressage masters advocating for the value of a perimeter oval
on which to move horses freely forward, I tilled up a modified track in our
front field a few years ago. I can attest to the difference this tool has made in
my horses’ bodies. Sustaining a strong canter creates active pulsations in the
back muscles, increases respiration, and thereby frees up the rib cage.
Allowing this all to happen without the tedious cornering and circling that
happens inside the arena will undo many physical restrictions that you find
yourself encountering daily. In the absence of a track, use this exercise.
1. Begin in a lively canter down the straight side of your arena or any open
riding space (fig. 5.20).

5.20: Depending on the size of your arena, the exact
distances between your half-circles might vary. What
matters is that you stay committed to this pattern of half228
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circle/ straight-line circle.
2. Travel at least 40 meters in a straight line.
3. Then, ride a 20-meter half circle.
4. Ride immediately straight again for 40 meters. Keep your speed up.
5. Continue riding half-circles and straight lines, creating a version of a
track oval inside your arena or riding area.
Even if the riding feels a little messy during your half-circle, do not be
tempted to ride a full circle. The purpose of the exercise is to get the horse in
his own rhythm of organizing himself through the brief turns without relying,
or getting stuck, on a circle. You want to combine free, forward motion with
the small organizing force of half-circles. By doing so, he begins to adjust his
posture and balance for each turn, then increase propulsion again on each
straight line.
For the half-circles, you do want to help him bend a little to the inside as
needed to be sure you are guiding his nose in the direction of the turn and that
the rest of his body is following. You do not want him leaning in the turns
like a motorcycle. Guide him a bit, but do not micro-manage him or be
nitpicky as though you were riding a dressage circle.
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EXERCISE 54:

Canter with Lariat
PURPOSE:

Improves longitudinal balance and the quality of the canter.

A

vast bundle of nerves lies at the base of the horse’s neck. When it is
stimulated in a way that activates the nearby scalenus and serratus
muscles, the horse lifts his weight up out of his forelimbs and travels with
lightness. We refer to this as “lifting the base of his neck.” When, on the
other hand, he is falling forward with his balance and pushing the base of his
neck down, he will travel with rough, hurried strides. For a better canter, you
want to lift the base of the neck.
1. Place a braided rope or cotton lariat around your horse’s neck as in
Exercise 12 (p. 32).
2. Hold your reins with normal contact, while also holding the lariat in
either one or both hands, hooking your pinky finger around it (fig. 5.21
A).
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5.21 A: Adjust the lariat to sit at the base of the horse’s
neck. Make sure it is large enough for you to comfortably
hold your reins as normal over the withers.
3. Adjust the lariat tightly enough so that when you pull upward one inch
or so, it lifts into the horse’s chest and neck.
4. Now begin cantering a large circle with your horse, asking him to move
out with brisk strides (fig. 5.21 B).
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5.21 B: While cantering, maintain slightly more contact with
the lariat than with the bridle reins. After a series of small
upward lifting motions with the lariat, I can now feel
Diamante landing lighter with his forefeet on the ground
(B). The overall quality of the canter improves.
5. Using small upward tugs on the lariat (but trying not to tug on your reins
at the same time), ask the horse to slow down for four or five strides.
6. Then relax lariat pressure and let him move out again.
7. Now repeat the tugs on the lariat to slow him down again.
8. Repeat until the horse is responding well to these speed adjustments
from the lariat with very minimal cues from the reins.
This exercise often requires a rider to spend several moments getting
coordinated to hold both the lariat and reins. Do not despair if you feel a little
ragged at first.
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EXERCISE 55:

Canter Wavy Lines
PURPOSE:

Resolves bracing and improves balance in the canter.

M

any horses can be rough or unpleasant to canter because they pull on
the bit and brace their neck, giving the rider a feeling of no control.
This routine resolves that bracing habit by altering the horse’s balance in the
exact moment in order to make him use his trunk and hindquarters for
balance, rather than his neck and his mouth against the reins.
1. Begin in a working canter on either lead, traveling around the perimeter
of your arena.
2. As soon as you feel the horse harden his neck or jaw against your hands,
or pull on the reins, ride a short wavy line (fig. 5.22).

5.22: By interspersing wavy lines, you interrupt a horse’s
tendency to rush. You also put him in a situation where he
has to catch his balance rather than just falling forward on
his front end.
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3. Think of riding a shallow serpentine.
4. Once you feel your horse’s neck bracing soften, immediately stop riding
the wavy line, and continue straight ahead.
5. As long as the horse remains relaxed in his neck and rhythmic in his
gait, continue riding straight.
6. Any time he pulls against the reins or inverts his neck, ride a wavy line.

fit tip
Lactate and metabolic waste post workout begins to pool in muscles about
two to three hours after a hard session, which is generally when stiffness
and tightness start to be evident. Part of a great cool-down strategy is to
actively move the horse around (hand-walking, turnout, hot walker) two
hours after work for 20 minutes. This will cause the metabolic waste to be
recirculated rather than stagnating and causing problems.
Very quickly, the horse learns that the consequence of bracing his neck is
that he has to use his body to organize his balance. The rider’s timing and
execution needs to be swift, as does her cessation of the wavy line as soon as
the desired result is achieved.
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ROUTINES
for Supplemental Conditioning and Specific
Horse Types
Exercises Following Rehabilitation from Injury
Few controlled studies exist to date examining the therapeutic effects of
controlled exercise on musculoskeletal injuries. While it is widely accepted
that controlled mobilization of joints and soft tissue promotes healing, there
is a gap between that knowledge and precise prescriptions for exactly what
kinds of exercises, how much, and for how long. Most of what is commonly
practiced comes from experience and observation, anecdotal evidence, and
old-fashioned common sense. In other words, veterinarians and movement
therapists are doing the best they know how.
Unlike in the human realm, there have been no day-by-day exercise
programs with specific routines and instructions for rehabilitating horses once
their injuries heal. The following guidelines, however, offer some clear
orders for those in these various scenarios. They address the prescriptive
information that I am most commonly asked for when traveling around the
United States conducting clinics.
Therapeutic Warm-Up for Rehabilitating the Back
Compiled from physical-therapy programs, the workout that follows helps
stimulate the horse’s deep, cybernetic muscles along his spine to play a
stabilizing role. When these are correctly recruited the spinal joints gain
mobility and the larger gymnastic muscles can fire but without clamping or
locking the back. It is a good way of “waking up” the horse’s back and
helping him find new movement. It helps avoid the reflexive contractions of a
persistent hollow, stiff back that can otherwise last throughout an entire
workout.
Following a short session of massage or other body therapies aimed at
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releasing tension from the topline muscles, or rocking/moving the spinal
joints, practice this routine to further strengthen the abdominal muscles in
harmony with the extensor chain of the horse’s topline. This is not a suitable
routine for a horse that is actively injured, but rather intended for those with
persistently poor posture, stiffness, or old injuries that are now well healed.
1. From the ground, ask the horse to walk backward 30 steps up a gradual
incline with a lowered neck position.
2. Then lead the horse around small 8- or 10-meter circles in each
direction, asking him to bend and keep his neck stretched low.
3. Then progress to longeing the horse on a 12-meter circle, asking him to
trot over four ground poles spaced appropriately for his trot stride.
Perform 5–10 circles in each direction this way.
4. Canter three circles in each direction on the longe line.
5. Now mount up and ride the horse for 20 minutes in walk, trot, and
canter with lots of transitions between gaits and changes of direction.
6. Ride two rein-backs under saddle, each for a duration of at least eight
steps.
7. Ride figure eights in the canter, or another pattern incorporating countercanter in each direction, which strengthens the lower lumbar region of
the back.
Basic Cardio Conditioning
After a winter layup or other period of downtime exceeding five weeks, the
following timeline can be followed to rebuild a horse’s basic cardiovascular
conditioning. All rides during these initial weeks should be on flat or
gradually rolling terrain, no steep hills. Gaits and work effort should be of
moderate intensity with the horse showing no signs of stress or fatigue. This
schedule has proven effective for horses that get laid up over winter but need
to regain good levels of physical condition in the spring, including polo
ponies and carriage horses working the city tourist trade.
Week 1
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Ride for 30 minutes, mostly at walk, with 5 minutes of trotting. Ride three
times per week.
Week 2
Ride for 30 minutes with 10 minutes trotting. Ride four times per week.
Week 3
Ride for 40 minutes with 15 minutes trotting. Ride four times per week.
Week 4
Ride for 40 minutes with 20 minutes trotting and 5 minutes cantering. Ride
four to five times per week.
Week 5
40 minutes per ride with 20 minutes trotting and 10 minutes cantering. Ride
five times per week.
Rehab Work Schedule Following Soft-Tissue Injury
When soft tissue heals, it needs a guiding force to educate it about movement
cycles since it does not have the same elastic properties as the original tissue.
The appropriate amount of positive stress also helps align fiber patterns and
reduce scar buildup. This is why the rehabilitation process is critical for full
recovery from an injury. Often, the repair of soft tissue owes 25 percent to
treatment and 75 percent to rehabilitation procedures.
When a horse is cleared by a vet to return to light work after a treatment
and rest period—on average three to six months—the schedule below can be
followed to rebuild to a good level of performance.
Week 1
Walk under saddle for 20–30 minutes per day mostly on straight lines.
Week 2
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Walk under saddle 35 minutes per day, split in two sessions.
Week 3
Walk under saddle 40 minutes per day, divided in two sessions, if needed.
During each session, walk over ground poles for 5 minutes.
Week 4
Walk under saddle 45 minutes, including work over poles. Twice during this
week, ride on gradual hills.
Week 5
Walk under saddle 40 minutes, trot five minutes.
Week 6
Walk under saddle 40 minutes, trot 10 minutes (divide this time between both
directions, with a walk rest in between).
Week 7
Walk under saddle 40 minutes, trot 15 minutes.
Week 8
Walk under saddle 40 minutes, trot 20 minutes (punctuated with walk
intervals), including trotting out on trails and gradual hills.
Week 9
Continue walk and trot durations from previous week, now adding 20-meter
trot circles.
Week 10
Same as above, but now adding occasional trot cavalletti poles (raised to
height of only 6 inches) and 2 minutes of cantering per session. Continue to
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ride trails one day per week.
Week 11
Walk, trot, and 20-meter circles as above, but now add 4 minutes of cantering
per session on very large circles and straight lines.
Week 12
Same as above.
When the horse has performed well to this point, he is normally ready to
return to full work.
General Physical-Therapy Program
For horses with recurring injuries or ones that often feel “not quite right,”
several of the exercises from this book can be seamed together for a focused
period of time to restore equilibrium. Except in the case of active soft-tissue
injuries, especially lower limb or sacroiliac ligaments, this proposed program
suits most horses needing to regain healthy mobility. Consult with your
veterinarian first for any recommended modifications.
As time allows, follow the protocol for each day, alternating between
each routine throughout your week. When dealing with time restraints,
prioritize exercises from the top of the list downward. Depending on your
horse’s current level of mobility, these routines can either serve as mini
training sessions on their own (for impaired horses) or as a prelude to further
riding or longeing work on a given day. By following this program for two
months, you will see or feel measurable changes in the horse. The exercise
sequence should allow you to leave ground poles permanently set up
throughout the duration of the program, saving you time each day.
Day 1
Exercise 5 repeated twice for a total of at least 60 backward steps (p.
19)
Exercise 26 for approximately 30 seconds, repeated twice (p. 74)
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Exercise 32 (p. 84)
Exercise 3 as many reps as needed to total 5 to 8 minutes (p. 15)
Exercise 15 for 3 minutes (p. 47)
Exercise 18 repeated 10 times (p. 53)
Day 2
Exercise 34 walking across segments for a total of 5 minutes (p. 87)
Exercise 31 repeated twice on both sides of horse (p. 82)
Exercise 39 for 10 reps (p. 103)
Exercise 35 for 3 to 5 minutes (p. 97)
Exercise 40 performing three good circles in each direction (p. 105)
Exercise 13 for 5 minutes (p. 43)

Gaited, Senior, Three- and Four-Year Olds
Gaited Horses
Gaited horses of all breeds will find more clarity in their unique gaits with
help from the following exercises. You can either choose to dabble with one
or two of these exercises whenever you ride or pick five from the list to
repeat every day for a week straight, and then pick five different ones the
week after that, and so on.
Exercise 1 (p. 11)
Exercise 14 (p. 45)
Exercise 27 (p. 76)
Exercise 35 (p. 97)
Exercise 42 (p. 109)
Exercise 45 (p. 134)
Exercise 46 (p. 136)
Exercise 50 (p. 144)
Exercise 53 (p. 150)
Exercise 55 (p. 154)
Senior Horses
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Senior horses need to move, although hard work taxes their metabolic
systems considerably more than younger horses. Flexibility and range of
motion should form the emphasis of senior horses’ programs. Plenty of the
exercises in this book will benefit an older horse. The following are my
suggestions for must-dos, if you have limited time to only perform a few.
On a daily basis, perform the following exercises:
Exercise 5 x 2 reps (p. 19)
Exercise 28 (p. 78)
Exercise 38 x 5 reps (p. 102)
Exercise 39 (p. 103)
Exercise 40 (p. 105)
Once or twice per week, perform the following exercises as part of the
horse’s regular workout session:
Exercise 20 (p. 57)
Exercise 25 (p. 72)
Exercise 46 (p. 136)
Exercise 55 (p. 154)

Three- to Four-Year Olds
Unless they incur pasture or growth-related injuries, young horses do not
have poor postural habits that they need to overcome. They are clean, blank
slates. Get them started on the right path by incorporating the following
exercises as part of their early training. The goal with these exercises is not to
build a certain level of strength or fitness but instead to put the horse’s body
in correct alignment through various routines. Perform the suggested
exercises three times each week.
Week One
Exercise 15 x 10 reps (p. 47)
Exercise 16 (p. 49)
Exercise 19 (p. 55)
Week Two
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Exercise 24 (p. 64)
Exercise 29 (p. 80)
Exercise 37 (p. 101)
Week Three
Exercise 33 (p. 85)
Exercise 38 (p. 102)
Exercise 49 (p. 142)
Week Four
Exercise 44 (p. 133)
Exercise 48 (p. 140)
Exercise 53 (p. 150)
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About the Author

T

hrough nationwide clinics, private coaching, and published resources,
Jec Ballou delivers straightforward tools to help equine athletes across
multiple disciplines. Combining an expertise in horse fitness and classical
dressage, her methods deliver riders measurable success in an environment
that prioritizes kindness to the horse.
Widely appreciated as the author of bestselling 101 Dressage Exercises
for Horse and Rider, Ballou’s aim is to meet what she sees as an enormous
need within the industry for simple, clear, and practical information. 101
Dressage Exercises has now been translated into five foreign languages, and
was endorsed by the United States Dressage Federation (USDF) as one of the
most essential books for dressage enthusiasts.
Ballou is also the author of Equine Fitness, named by the American
Horse Publications Awards as one of the best three books of 2009, a book
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that has helped numerous horses develop correct movement and physical
health. She has educated audiences on the subject of equine fitness, crosstraining, and conditioning timelines around the country at national expos like
Equine Affaire, Western States Horse Expo, Mane Event, Mid-West Horse
Fair, and British Columbia Horse Council. Ballou writes regularly for
Dressage Today, Horse Illustrated, and Canada Horse Journal.
Ballou has trained and competed through the FEI levels in dressage. In
addition, she has competed in endurance races, Ride & Tie competitions,
breed shows, and almost everything in between. She won three consecutive
East Coast championships in distance riding, becoming the youngest rider in
history to win the prestigious Vermont 100 Mile Competition. A proponent
of interdisciplinary study, she serves as an advisor to the Western Dressage
Association of America (WDAA).
Ballou’s lifelong study of classical dressage includes 10 intensive training
residencies in Portugal, two training residencies in Holland, and one
residency in Germany with the late Egon von Neindorff. She has studied in
Melbourne, Australia, with Manolo Mendez, original head rider of the Royal
School of Equestrian Arts in Spain.
Ballou works tirelessly as an advocate for the understanding that proper
biomechanical movement and athleticism can never happen as a result of
shortcuts, force, or hurried training methods. You can find out more about her
and her work at jecballou.com.
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about, 70
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Cutaneous Stimulation, 81
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Bulging
corrective routine, 34–35
groundwork for, 107–8
pattern influence exercises, 13–14
Calm, vs. relaxed, 111
Canter
benefits, 132
breathing and, 127
control in, 146–47
in daily exercises, 148–49, 152–53, 154–55
groundwork for, 109–10
over ground poles, 9, 148–49
Canter Poles for Adjusting Strides, 148–49, 148
Canter Wavy Lines, 154–55, 154–55
Canter with Lariat, 152–53, 152–53
Cardiovascular fitness, 92, 92, 157–58
Cavessons, 94–95, 94, 143
Center of gravity, shifting of, 80
Changing Angles, Leg-Yield, 29–30, 29–30
Chest, 45–46. See also Pectoral muscles
Chiropractic care, 6
Circles
6-meter, 105–6
11-meter, 107–8
lateral movements on, 31
as repetitive movement, 93, 131, 150–51
Collection, 15–16, 51–52, 64–65
Conditioning
assessment of, 124–27
cardio routine, 157–58
Confidence, of rider, 146–47
Contact, 35, 108
Control, of horse, 146–47, 154–55
Cool-down, 155
Coordination
in fitness testing, 126
groundwork for, 111–12
pattern influence exercises, 11–12, 15–16
postural muscle exercises, 53–54
Core muscles. See also Flexor muscle chains
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bodywork for, 76–77, 78–79
conditioning routine, 156–57
corrective routines for, 35–36
daily exercises, 121–23
ground poles and, 9
groundwork for, 103–4
pattern influence exercises, 19–20, 21–22, 31–32
postural muscles as, 40
speed effects on, 95
Cornerstone Transitions, 91
Corrective exercises
benefits, 1–2, 5–10, 38, 39
bodywork exercises, 72–88
daily exercises, 133–155
goals of, 34
groundwork exercises, 97–112
pattern influence exercises, 11–33
postural muscle exercises, 43–66
training tips, 42, 127–132
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corrective routine, 34–35
daily exercises, 131, 138–39
diagnostic routine, 67–68
gallop and, 132
groundwork for, 97–98, 107–8
pattern influence exercises, 13–14, 15–16
postural muscle exercises, 61–62, 74–75
Cutaneous Stimulation, 81, 81
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about, 115–16
Canter Poles for Adjusting Strides, 148–49
Canter Wavy Lines, 154–55
Canter with Lariat, 152–53
condition assessment, 124–26
Gearing Up to Gallop, 146–47
Giravolta, 136–37
Poles with a Blank Space, 140–41
posture checklist, 116–123
Ride a Ditch, 144–45
training tips, 127–132
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Turns and Straights, 150–51
The Two-Part Turn, 142–43
Uneven Poles, 138–39
Walking High Uneven Poles, 134–35
Zigzag Poles, 133
Defensive body responses, 6
Discipline-specific training, 38, 40, 128
Ditches, 13–14, 144–45
Dominant muscle chains, 67
Downtime, 91–92
Dressage
as basis for training program, 5
exercises for, 45–46, 59–60, 136–37
muscle groups and, 39, 128
pitfalls of, 131
Drifting, 34–35. See also Bulging
Duration, of training sessions, 41, 42, 130
Dynamic Mobilization on Unstable Surface, 78–79, 78–79
11-Meter Circle, The, 107–8, 107–8
Energy level, assessment of, 126
Excitement, effects of, 71
Exercises. See Corrective exercises
Extended stride/gaits, 51–52, 148–49
Extensor muscle chains
assessment of, 116, 117–18, 117
balanced with flexors, 121
daily exercises, 136–37
groundwork for, 109–10
pattern influence exercises, 11–12
postural muscle exercises, 51–52
rehabilitation routine, 156–57
Falling in, 61–62
Fascia fiber alignment, 7–8, 8
Fatigue, 40, 71, 130
Feet, sore, 85, 114
Fight or flight response, 42
Figure-Eight Bars, 53–54, 53–54
Fitness
pitfalls of, 37
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tests of, 124–27
training for, 128–130
Flexibility, 161
Flexion, 148–49
Flexor muscle chains. See also Core muscles
assessment of, 116, 117–18, 117
balanced with extensors, 121
pattern influence exercises, 11–12
postural muscle exercises, 51–52
Flexor tendons, 19–20
Focus, 47–48, 101
Footing, 24. See also Surfaces, varied
Forces of effort, 8
Forelimbs, 13–14. See also Front end
Frame, 121, 131. See also Posture
Front end
bodywork for, 74–75
connection to hind end, 108
groundwork for, 109–10
pattern influence exercises, 17–18
postural muscle exercises, 43–44, 59–60
Functional Movement Tests, 66
Gaited horses, 160
Gallop, 132, 146–47
Gearing Up to Gallop, 146–47, 147
Giravolta, 136–37, 136–37
Gluteal muscles
bodywork for, 84
ground poles and, 9
in posture assessment, 117
tension in, 39
Green horses, routines for, 35–36, 161
Ground poles
benefits, 9
in daily exercises, 134–35, 138–39, 140–41, 148–49
groundwork using, 103–4, 109–10
knocking of, 102, 139, 141
in pattern influence exercises, 11–12
in postural muscle exercises, 43–48, 49–50, 55–56, 59–62
proprioception stimulation role, 8
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in routines, 91, 133
setting up, 10
Groundwork
about, 93
The 11-Meter Circle, 107–8
equipment for, 94–96
The Labyrinth, 101
Lifting the Hind Legs, 99–100
Longeing Therapy, 111–12
Pre-Ride Circles, 105–6
Serpentine In Hand, 97–98
Therapeutic Pole Pattern, 103–4
Walking Uphill Over Poles, 109–10
Gymnastic muscles
effects of downtime on, 92
habitual movements, 133
vs. postural muscles, 38–42, 39
Gymnastic work, pitfalls of, 7
Habitual movements, 141. See also Repetitive movements
Halts, basic exercises using, 17–18
Hamstrings, 19–20, 67, 117
Haunches-in, 31
Head position
balance and, 131
corrective routine for, 35
groundwork for, 95–96
in posture assessment, 116, 120, 121
Heart-rate monitors, for fitness testing, 125
Hills
groundwork using, 109–10
pattern influence exercises, 15–16, 17–18, 23–24, 25–26
postural muscle exercises, 63, 64–65
slope considerations, 26, 109
Hind end
connection to front end, 108
daily exercises, 134–35
development of, 9
groundwork for, 99–100
pattern influence exercises, 15–16, 17–18, 25–26
Hind legs
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joint flexion in, 99–100, 144–45
in posture assessment, 116, 118–19, 118–19
Hindquarters. See Hind end
Hips
extension of, 40
groundwork for, 99–100, 103–4
pattern influence exercises, 25–26
postural muscle exercises, 49–50
Hocks, 25–26, 68, 99–100
Hoof discomfort, 114
Horizontal balance, 131
Human athletes, 40
Imbalances
causes of, 6, 26
test routine, 67–68
Inactivity, effects of, 89–90
Independent seat, exercises for, 32–33
Inflammation, fascia and, 7–8
In-hand work. See Groundwork
Injuries
determining cause of, 131
fascia and, 7–8
rehabilitation routines, 113
soft-tissue, 10, 158–59
Intensity, of training sessions, 42, 129, 130
Intercostal muscles, 29–30
Interval format, for exercises, 42, 128–29
Inverted posture, 35
Joint function, 7–8, 38, 128
Labyrinth, The, 101, 101
Variation, 102, 102
Lactate, 155
Lameness, rehabilitation routine for, 114. See also Soreness
Lariat, as neck ring, 32–33, 152–53
Lateral movements
benefits, 30
diagnostic routine for, 68
pattern influence exercises, 31
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postural muscle exercises, 57–58
Lateral Movements on the Circle, 31, 31
Lateral Pelvic Flexion, 82–83, 82–83
Latissimus muscles, 59–60
Leaning
corrective routine for, 34–35
groundwork for, 107–8
pattern influence exercises, 13–14
postural muscle exercises, 61–62
Leg-yield
in bodywork routine, 91
pattern influence exercises, 29–30
positioning for, 29, 29
Lifting the Hind Legs, 99–100, 99–100
Lightness, developing, 32–33, 35
Locomotive muscles. See Gymnastic muscles
Long-and-low position
groundwork exercises, 90, 105–6
pattern influence exercises, 27–28
Long-and-Low Transitions, 27–28, 27–28, 90
Longeing
equipment for, 94–96
in fitness training, 92
groundwork using, 107–8, 111–12
pitfalls of, 131
Longeing Therapy, 111–12, 111
Longissimus muscles, 39, 95, 117
Longitudinal balance, 152–53
Lumbar region, 27–28, 132
Lumbosacral area
daily exercises, 144–45, 148–49
flexibility of, 132
ground poles and, 9
groundwork for, 109–10
pattern influence exercises, 23–24
position of, 58
Lymphatic system, 90
Massage, 6
Masterson, Jim, bodywork techniques, 72–75
Mats, exercises using, 76–77, 80
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Medical/surgical interventions, avoiding, 7
Metabolic waste products, 70, 155
Motor control, bodywork for, 76–77
Movement. See also Proprioception
ability for vs. creation of, 6
daily exercises, 140–41
improving, 34
postural muscles and, 38
restricted, 6
Multifidi muscles, 39, 80
Muscles, generally, 7–8
Neck
daily exercises, 136–37, 152–53
diagnostic routine, 67
groundwork exercises, 95–96
pattern influence exercises, 17–18, 27–28
position of, 35, 40, 131
in posture assessment, 116, 117, 120, 121
relaxation of, 143
withers/back and, 32
Neck ring/rope, riding with, 32–33, 152–53
Nervous system
engagement of, 8
parasympathetic, 50
patterns of influence and, 6
postural muscles and, 38
sympathetic, 42
Nosebands, 94–95, 95, 143
Nuchal ligament, 131
Oblique muscles, 29–30, 31, 59–60
Pain, 41. See also Soreness
Parasympathetic nervous system, 50
Pattern influence exercises. See also Patterns of influence
Back Up with Good Form, 19–20
Backing Down a Hill, 25–26
Backing Up a Hill, 23–24
Changing Angles, Leg-Yield, 29–30
Lateral Movements on the Circle, 31
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Long-and-Low Transitions, 27–28
Quick Halts Down a Hill, 17–18
Raised Pole Fan with Alternating Strides, 11–12
Ride a Hill Sideways, 15–16
Ride with a Lariat, 32–33
The Schaukel, 21–22
Serpentine Across a Ditch, 13–14
Patterns of influence. See also Pattern influence exercises
about, 6, 6
correction of, 6–10
fascia and, 7–8
fitness effects on, 37–38
planning training sessions around, 40
stability and, 38
Pectoral muscles, 23–24, 85, 117
Pelvis
bodywork for, 82–83
daily exercises, 134–35
diagnostic routine, 68
mobility of, 39, 132
pattern influence exercises, 11–12, 15–16, 31
postural muscle exercises, 43–44, 57–58
Physical therapy, general program for, 159–160
Pilates analogy, 7
Poles with a Blank Space, 140–41, 140–41
Poll
bodywork for, 72–73
position of, 40, 94
trunk and, 77
Posting trot, 28, 60, 130
Postural muscle exercises
about, 37–38
Agility Square, 57–58
Figure-Eight Bars, 53–54
Snake Over Poles, 43–44
Snake Over Poles, Variation 1, 45–46
Snake Over Poles, Variation 2, 47–48
Straddle a Single Pole, 49–50
Stretch and Climb Through, 51–52
Trot Poles with Outer Edge Raised, 59–60
Wiggle for Tension Release, 72–73
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Zigzag Poles for Jogging, 55–56
Postural muscles
contact and, 87
effects of downtime on, 92
vs. gymnastic muscles, 38–42, 39
Posture
assessment checklist, 116–123
fixed, 121, 128
horizontal, 131
tracking changes in, 115–16
training tips for, 127–132
Pre-Ride Circles, 105–6, 105–6
Problem horse re-education routine, 113–14
Proprioception
about, 7, 71
bodywork for, 87–88, 91
daily exercises for, 133
groundwork for, 101, 102
postural muscles and, 38
Proprioception Box, 91
Psoas muscles, 51
Quick Halts Down a Hill, 17–18, 17–18
Raised Pole Fan with Alternating Strides, 11–12, 11–12
Range of motion
about, 7–8
corrective routines for, 35–36
discipline-specific training effects, 128
groundwork for, 99–100
maintenance routines, 89–90
postural muscles and, 38
for senior horses, 161
Rein handling, 87, 95–96
Repetitive movements
circles as, 131
discipline-specific, 128
effects of, 7–8, 40, 129
Respiration, 126, 127–28
Responsiveness, 21–22
“Rest and digest” system, 50
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Restrictions, identifying, 20
Rest/time off
active vs. passive recovery, 70
downtime, 91–92
as inactivity, 89–90
limited benefits of, 6
Rhythm, 9, 132
Ribs, 150–51. See also Trunk
Ride a Ditch, 144–45, 144–45
Ride a Hill Sideways, 15–16, 15–16
Ride with a Lariat, 32–33, 32–33
Rider confidence, 146–47
Routines
for cardio conditioning, 157–58
corrective, 34–35
diagnostic, 66–68
for gaited horses, 160
for injury rehabilitation, 156–160
schooling guidelines, 36
for senior horses, 160–61
using bodywork, 89
using groundwork, 113–14
Sacroiliac joint, 103–4
Sacrum, 51, 68
Saddle fit, 7–8
Scapula
daily exercises, 136–37, 144–45
groundwork for, 107–8
postural muscle exercises, 59–60
Schaukel, The, 21–22, 21–22
on a Slope, 63, 63
Seat
independent, exercises for, 32–33
in trot, 28, 60, 130
Senior horses, 160–61
Sensation. See also Proprioception
bodywork for, 81, 87–88
fascia and, 7–8
Sensory Education Path, 87–88, 87
Serpentine Across a Ditch, 13–14, 13–14
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Serpentine In Hand, 97–98, 97–98
Serpentines
in groundwork, 97–98
pattern influence exercises, 13–14
postural muscle exercises, 55–56
Shoulder-in, 31
Shoulders
bodywork for, 74–75
diagnostic routine, 68
groundwork for, 109–10
pattern influence exercises, 13–14, 31, 32–33
postural muscle exercises, 45–46, 53–54, 61–62
Side-dominance. See Crookedness
Side-pass, 29–30
Side-reins, 95–96
Simple Ground Poles, 91
Sitting trot, 28, 130
6-meter circles, 105–6
Slow, Controlled Downhills, 64–65, 64–65
Slow twitch muscle fibers, 40
Snake Over Poles, 43–44, 43–44
Variation 1, 45–46, 45–46
Variation 2, 47–48, 47–48
Snowman figure, 91
Soft-tissue injuries, 10, 158–59
Soreness
around poll, 72
in back, 19–20, 53–54, 148
causes of, 41, 80, 131
in feet, 85, 114
footing and, 24
in hind end, 68, 84, 93
Sourness, 113
Spasms, 6
Speed Changes, 91
Spinous ligaments, 131
Spiral In and Out, 91
Splenius muscles, 95
Stability, 38, 103–4, 105–6. See also Balance
Stiffness, 36, 155. See also Tension
Stifle area
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bodywork for, 80
diagnostic routine, 67
groundwork for, 99–100
horizontal balance and, 131
pattern influence exercises, 11–12, 15–16, 25–26
postural muscle exercises, 57–58
Straddle a Single Pole, 49–50, 49–50
Straight lines, benefits of, 131
Straightness, diagnostic routine, 67–68. See also Crookedness
Strains, 6, 7–8
Stress, emotional, 7–8
Stretch and Climb Through, 51–52, 51–52
Stride
ground poles and, 9
pattern influence exercises, 11–12
postural muscle exercises, 51–52
Surfaces, varied
bodywork for, 87–88
pattern influence exercises, 13–14, 15–16
proprioception stimulation role, 8
Sweating, in fitness testing, 126–27
Symmetry. See also Balance; Crookedness
daily exercises for, 144–45
in front end, 15–16, 43–44, 107–8
in hind legs, 21–22, 138–39
pattern influence exercises, 11–12
Sympathetic nervous system, 42
Tail carriage, 85, 135
Tail Circles, 85–86, 85–86
Teeter-totter effect, 145
Tension. See also Stiffness
bodywork for, 49–50, 74–75
breathing and, 127–28
daily exercises for, 136–37
from discipline-specific training, 38
postural muscle exercises, 72–73
release of, 6, 70, 84
Tension Release from Gluteals, 84, 84
Therapeutic Pole Pattern, 103–4, 103–4
Thoracic sling
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bodywork for, 80
engagement of, 53
ground poles and, 9
pattern influence exercises, 11–12, 23–24
Time off. See Rest/time off
Tissue adhesions, 6, 6
Tongue freedom, 143
Topline. See Back; Extensor muscle chains
Torso. See Trunk
Training
condition assessment for, 116–123
discipline-specific, 38, 40, 128
general tips for, 127–132
posture checklist, 116–123
Training sessions
breaks during, 129
doubling up of, 130
duration/intensity of, 41, 42, 129, 130
tips for, 40, 41, 42
Transitions
benefits of, 27
in bodywork routine, 90
between flexion/extension muscle patterns, 121
pattern influence exercises, 27–28, 32–33
postural muscle exercises, 57–58
Trot
in conditioning routines, 156–59
posting vs. sitting, 28, 60, 130
using ground poles, 9
Trot Poles with Inside Edge Raised, 61–62, 61–62
Trot Poles with Outer Edge Raised, 59–60, 59–60
Trunk
daily exercises, 150–51
pattern influence exercises, 31
poll and, 77
postural muscle exercises, 55–56, 57–58
in posture assessment, 116, 117, 121–23, 121
rotation of, 127
Turn-on-the-forehand, 30, 90–91
Turn-on-the-haunches, 90–91
Turns and Straights, 150–51, 150–51
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Two-Part Turn, The, 142–43, 142–43
Uneven Poles, 138–39, 138–39
Vertebrae, spacing between, 105
Walk
bodywork routines, 90–91
energy in, 143
importance of, 89–90
for improved breathing, 127
using ground poles, 9
Walking High Uneven Poles, 134–35, 134–35
Walking Uphill Over Poles, 109–10, 109–10
Warm-up
exercises for, 27–28
groundwork for, 105–6
therapeutic routine, 156
tips for, 126, 127
Wavy Lines, 91
Weakness, identifying, 20
Weather conditions, 71
Weight Shifts on Unstable Surface, 80, 80
Wiggle for Tension Release, 72–73, 72–73
Withers
bodywork for, 74–75
pattern influence exercises, 32–33
Withers Wiggle for Resolving Asymmetry, 74–75, 74–75
Yoga analogy, 7
Young horses, routines for, 35–36
Zigzag Poles, 55–56, 133, 133
for Jogging, 55–56, 55–56
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